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of St. Ignatius in the Ignatius
Gardens gets an autumn cleaning
from Rey Hernandez of Artworks
Foundry of Berkeley. Artworks, which
cast the statue by sculptor Lisa
Reinertson in 2002, recommends
sprucing up bronze statues regularly
to prevent them from darkening
or turning green. The statue was
donated by SCU alumnus William E.
Terry and his wife, Janice, in memory
of Mary Patricia Terry.
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You missed a spot: The statue

MVP Steve Nash
Comes Home
His advice to students
and grads: Take a deeper
look. Think for yourself.
And keep Santa Clara
taking over the world.
Page 8

Parents of SCU grads: Has your son or daughter moved?
E-mail us at scmagazine@scu.edu with their updated address so they’ll be sure to continue receiving this magazine.
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Porta Coeli

If I didn’t have the photograph to prove it, I’d never
believe the air could be so thick with snowflakes—
fat, wet crystals luxurious in their six-fold symmetry,
tumbling onto noses, eyelashes, tongues. We are laughing, there in the courtyard of
a Cistercian convent in Moravia, giddy with the happenstance of the moment.
It is March, late afternoon, the light fading, and we are dancing with joy before
Heaven’s Gate. The stone carvings on the gothic portal are from the 13th century:
sober-faced apostles flank an enthroned Christ, and row upon row of intricately
carved leaves and flowers arch overhead.

contents
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M A N A G I N G E D I TO R
Steven Boyd Saum

8 Welcome home, Steve

L I T E R A RY E D I TO R

By Steven Boyd Saum. Basketball superstar Steve
Nash ’96 comes home to Santa Clara for a unique
honor: a ceremony retiring his Bronco jersey. In
a convocation address, he tells how Santa Clara
changed his life. Now he wants the University to
take its mission global.

Ron Hansen M.A. ’95

P H OTO G R A P H E R
Charles Barry

W E B E D I TO R
Melissa Eckel ’05

In the photograph, the two women wear silly fleece hats—Rebekah has donned
a black and orange superhero’s mask, replete with horns; Ellen, the Jersey-turnedBoulder girl, sports a turquoise jester’s cap. Tim wears a cowboy hat. The trio had
known each other for two decades. As for the silly fleece hats, Ellen had brought
them from Colorado so that all of us would be sure to have headgear. (I, the
unseen photographer, wore the pointy toque of an oversized elf.) Ellen knew that
Tim would have a hat of his own.

CONTRI BUTI NG WRITERS

The tumor in Tim’s head was discovered around New Year’s. The radiation treatment made all of his hair fall out. His new look: a goatee and a Stetson. His new
mission: savoring the weeks and months he had left on this earth, traveling to new
places, seeing old friends—ergo, a couple weeks with us in the Czech lands. He was
on steroids now, and his appetite for life, and for food, was astounding. When he’d
landed in Prague after 13 hours of travel, we’d headed, at his insistence, straight for
a smoky, working-class pub in the Žižkov district.

DESIGNERS

Tim was 39 at the time. He lived in Marin with his wife, Jane, and his daughters
Erin and Claire. He’d see his 40th birthday in November, and on New Year’s Eve, he
lay in bed, surrounded by extended family. They were singing Moravian hymns.
And then he died.
These are some of the memories that have come back to me since I read Marty
Stortz’s essay that appears in this issue of the magazine. You may find yourself, as
I did when I first read it, with tears in your eyes. And you may find yourself asking
questions about what it is that matters most—the ties that bind and the life well
lived: with joy and wonder at creation—and, too, where we might find courage
and grace in our daily lives. And how we might show these qualities, through
gestures large and small.
Keep the faith,

Aldo Billingslea
Adam Breen
Anne Federwisch
Paul Fitzgerald, S.J. ’80
Aaron Juarez ’04
Kathy Kale ’86
Ariana Khan ’07
Karyne Levy
Karen Crocker Snell
Sarah Stanek

C A M P U S N E W S C O N T R I B U TO R S
Deepa Arora
Karen Crocker Snell

By Paul Fitzgerald, S.J. ’80. How can we enter into
the last human experience of this earthly life with
faith, hope, and love? In 1575, in the first ministerial
plan to help the dying written in the West, Juan de
Polanco, S.J. set out to answer that very question.

Margaret Avritt
Terry Beers
Elizabeth Fernandez ’79
Rich Giacchetti
Ron Hansen M.A. ’95
Kathy Kale ’86
Paul Locatelli, S.J. ’60
James Purcell
Paul Soukup, S.J.
Santa Clara University, a comprehensive Jesuit, Catholic university located
in California’s Silicon Valley, offers its 8,397 students rigorous undergraduate curricula in arts and sciences, business, and engineering, plus
master’s and law degrees. Distinguished nationally by the third-highest
graduation rate among all U.S. master’s universities, California’s oldest
higher education institution demonstrates faith-inspired values of
ethics and social justice. For more information, see www.scu.edu.
Santa Clara Magazine (USPS# 609-240) is published quarterly,
February, May, August, and November, by the Office of Marketing and
Communications, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA. Periodical post-

On the Web E X C L U S I V E S
Steve Nash in his own words—The Podcast
Read the press conference Q&A and the convocation address,
listen to the podcast, and check out the photos.

age paid at Santa Clara, CA, and at additional mailing office. Postmaster
send address changes to Santa Clara Magazine, c/o Donohoe Alumni
House, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA 95053-1505.
Readers—you can also update your address information online at
www.santaclaramagazine.com.
The diverse opinions expressed in Santa Clara Magazine do not
necessarily represent the views of the editor or the official policy

Heavy hitters on the SCU Roster
This academic year brings some new names (and familiar ones,
too) to high-profile positions on campus. From provost to director of the Ignatian Center, from registrar to dean of education,
counseling psychology, and pastoral ministries, read about the
vision they bring to their new roles at the University.
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By Martha Ellen Stortz. Scholar and teacher Bill
Spohn earned deep affection and the respect of
the Santa Clara community in his years directing
the Bannan Center for Jesuit Education. When he
was stricken with cancer, he and his wife, Marty
Stortz, looked death in the face—and they learned
profound lessons about love and grace amidst grief.
This is their story.

Cuttriss & Hambleton

Reproduction in whole or in part without permission is prohibited.

Steven Boyd Saum
Managing Editor

12 The School of Hope

soy-based inks and aqueous based coatings that
contain fewer volatile organic compounds than
conventional inks.

Shakespeare in San Quentin
Aldo Billingslea’s course in “Performing Shakespeare” took the
Bard behind bars for a project where Santa Clara students worked
alongside inmates at San Quentin State Prison. Read comments
from the students and view photos from the performance.

PHOTO: DON SMITH

From Porta Coeli, we walked to a nearby hunter’s restaurant: stuffed falcons, fox,
and ferrets adorning the walls, alongside the mounted horns and heads of bigger
game. On the menu: wild boar, bear, and more types of deer and elk than I knew
existed. And Pilsner Urquell on tap.

WINTER 2006

24 Learning to Live. Again.

By Steven Boyd Saum. Bonds of friendship forged
at Santa Clara have kept John M. Sobrato ’83 and
John Nunziati ’83 close for decades. And now
they’ve saved a life.
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Cover image:
For convocation, every fan in the arena was cheering for
Steve Nash ’96. Photo by Charles Barry.
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mission matters

Read more letters online.
Visit www.santaclaramagazine.com
and follow the “Letters” link.

Lorem ispsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer ut elit,
set diam nomummit nibh euismod tincitdunt at”

Ten Tips for Thinking Catholics
My quarrel with the Catholic Church
is not doctrinal but structural. While
some dioceses have a strong and oppositional priestly body (e.g., Chicago),
this is hardly the norm. Even though
most activities do not call for the
involvement of the bishop or Pope,
structurally all power ultimately rests
in very few people. This is fundamentally undemocratic.
Any adult Catholic (regardless of
sex, marital status, or sexual orientation) should be permitted to enter
training to become a member of the
clergy, including the opportunity
to become a priest, bishop or pope.
Moreover, power should be shared
among the clergy and laity at all levels
in a democratic fashion.
GREG DIAMOND
Denver, Colo.

Submitted as part of an online discussion
at www.santaclaramagazine.com.

Undocumented vs. Illegal
“Speaking Out for Social Justice”
(Mission Matters, Fall 2006 SCM)
makes reference to “denouncing the
criminalization of undocumented
immigrants.” You deceivingly use the
word “undocumented” rather than the
correct word, “illegal.”
SCU has a law school to promote a
civil society based on legal, not illegal.
What is SCU teaching students about
illegal? Most governments have immi-

would be very interested in hearing
about/contributing to an article about
the practical day-to-day issues of
dealing with deal-making and film
production. It is a very challenging
environment, and not one where you
are offered the chance to even choose
if something is right or wrong. Michael
Whalen might want to put this topic
into the classes he teaches. The film
and television business challenges us
every day to do what is expedient, not
necessarily what is ethical.
S T E V E T R A M Z ’72
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

Michael Whalen responds:
gration laws far more stringent than
the United States for a just reason—
protecting their civil society!
W I L L I A M C . M I L L E R J R . ’60
Almira, Wash.

Ethics in the Film Business
The Fall 2006 issue of Santa Clara
Magazine was a conglomerate of
articles about the entertainment industry. While it featured articles about
working as a writer from Ron Hansen
and as an independent producer from
Michael Whalen, it neglected to point
out the problems with ethics in the
film business. China was in the ethics newsletter [from the Markkula
Center], but how about an article navigating ethics in the film business?
I have been a first assistant director
in film and television since 1978, and

To Our Readers:
We welcome your letters in response to articles. We print a representative selection of letters
as space allows. Please limit copy to 200 words and include your hometown and class year (if
appropriate) in your letter. Address correspondence to The Editor, Santa Clara Magazine, Santa
Clara University, Santa Clara, CA, 95053-1500; fax, 408-554-5464; e-mail, scmagazine@scu.edu.
We may edit letters for style, clarity, civility, and length. Questions? Call 408-551-1840.
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Every SCU film and television production course includes ethical components
and assignments. Students are encouraged to engage in the critical analysis of
the media; and, in fact, the entire film
and television curriculum is guided by the
idea of media literacy—that we educate
our students to become active leaders who
challenge the regular practices of the film
and television industry that seem unjust
and unethical. We welcome guest speakers,
especially alumni, from the industry who
are willing to speak to our students.

Corrections
Page 11 of the Fall 2006 issue contained an

error in the photo caption. The characters
and actors pictured are Jesse James (Brad
Pitt) flanked by Wood Hite (Jeremy Renner)
and Charley Ford (Sam Rockwell).
Page 21 misstated the name of Louis B.

Mayer’s grandson. His correct name is
Daniel Mayer Selznick.

Heal the broken
parts of the world

T

he Santa Clara community marked
the beginning of the academic
year on Sept. 18 with a celebration of
the spirit—and the spirit of team play.
Delivering the homily for the Mass
of the Holy Spirit, President Paul
Locatelli, S.J. ’60 offered a meditation
upon a painting by artist Herve Gigot,
an artist from Benin.
Gigot “imagined a dove hovering
over Africa as that Spirit of understanding and peace whose gifts flow down
into and among the people,” Locatelli
said. And, he said, “Now it’s our turn to
heal the broken parts of the world.”
Speaking to thousands of students, faculty, and staff assembled in
the Leavey Center for convocation
that afternoon,
Locatelli underscored that
“learning goes
hand-in-hand
with engaged citizenship.” He also
noted the ways in
which Santa Clara
is increasingly
being recognized
nationally for
The spirit of underachievements
standing and peace,
in academics
as imagined by artist
and athletics.
Herve Gigot.
Convocation this
year brought even more to celebrate,
since the afternoon included a ceremony retiring the jersey of Steve Nash ’96
(see Page 8).
Read Fr. Locatelli’s homily and
convocation address online at
www.santaclaramagazine.com. SBS SCU
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letters

On the Web

Santa Clara
University
welcomes its
largest freshman
class ever

T

his September, SCU welcomed its largest incoming
class in University history:
1,350 students strong.
There is no single reason
for the larger than usual class,
explains Sandra Hayes, dean of admission, who says the freshman class is
typically closer to 1,200 students. “We
are seeing what is called the ‘baby
boomlet’...there are more kids in the
pipeline. We are also seeing more students applying to colleges and universities in general, and part of that has to
do with the electronic application.”
The days of whiting out mistakes,
gathering application pages together,
and dashing off to the post office in
time to meet the university’s deadline
are long gone. Like many universities,
SCU uses the Common Application,
an electronic application that allows
students to use one application for up
to 30 schools.
Last fall, applications came in at a
tremendous rate at the beginning of
the cycle, then suddenly leveled off,
Hayes said. This phenomenon threw a
wrench in forecasting numbers for the
incoming class.
Hayes and the University’s admission counselors are making adjustments to meet the changing admission
trends. They will be listening carefully
to students and parents who visit SCU,
as well as to those they meet while
doing outreach across the country.

Our new digs
For years, Nobili Hall has served as a home
for Jesuits on campus. But with a new
Jesuit residence on Franklin Street nearing
completion, this fall Santa Clara students
moved into Nobili. Among them: junior
Anna Grudsky and senior Brian Nelson.

They hope to learn more about what
the applicants are thinking and how
those thoughts might evolve throughout the application process.
There has been a tremendous
amount of work across the campus
to ensure that, despite the large class
size, the freshman experience for the
Class of 2010 is no different than in
years past. Even so, more students on
campus means a need for more housing
and services. To meet these demands,
some residence halls previously
reserved for upperclassmen are being
opened to freshmen, and some double
rooms are being converted into triples.
Students living in triples will receive
a discount for room and board. Every
effort is being made to keep individual
classroom size the same as last year,
and hours for dining services have been
extended as well. KCS SCU

Winter 2006 Santa Clara Magazine 3
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A hidden gem
“

C

ould Mayor Gavin Newsom
of San Francisco, Gov. Janet
Napolitano of Arizona, and Jerry
Brown, mayor of Oakland and former
governor, all be wrong?” That was a
question posed in the New York Times
Education Life supplement this summer, in an article that singled out SCU
as one of the nation’s “stealth powerhouses” and “hidden gems” in higher
education. The article recommends
SCU as one of 20 schools nationwide
that’s “worth the trip” for prospective
students. We concur. SCU

New heavy hitters
on the SCU roster

T

his academic year has brought some
new names (and familiar ones, too)
to high profile positions on campus.
Here’s your new people primer.

Monica Augustin
Registrar

When Monica Augustin took over
as registrar this summer, she didn’t
have to implement a new information
system, as she did at Mount Holyoke
College, where she served as registrar
for seven years. However, she did have
to learn a new system herself, which
she considered a positive aspect of the
job. “I love new experiences,” she says.
“It’s all about learning.”
In her trek up the learning curve,
she has already begun thinking of ways
to improve things. “My personal goals
are to make operations as seamless as
possible,” she explains.
Although Augustin loves most new
experiences, she’s not a fan of flying.

On the Web E X C L U S I V E S
Read more about these new
campus leaders. Visit

www.santaclaramagazine.com
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“I take Amtrak,” she says. “I read on
the train. I have a sleeping car. I meet
people traveling. I love it!”

Simone J. Billings
Assistant to the President

In her many roles both
inside and outside the
classroom, Simone J.
Billings has accumulated
a wealth of knowledge
and experience that
will serve her well in
her newest appointment: assistant to
President Paul Locatelli, S.J. In addition to matching her interests and
abilities, the part-time position also
allows her to continue teaching, one of
her strongest passions. She currently
teaches classes in composition, creative
non-fiction, and argumentation.
In her previous 26 years on campus,
the English department senior lecturer
has held numerous positions, including
faculty senate president, and vice chair
of the Athletic Advisory Board.
A word of advice: Don’t look for
Billings in either of her offices if you
need to find her Thursdays at 8 a.m.
She’ll most likely be in the Malley
Center, playing a pick-up game of
basketball.

Lucia Albino Gilbert
Provost

When Lucia Albino
Gilbert read what
SCU was looking for
in a provost—strong
involvement with
undergraduate education, leadership skills,
attention to the growth of the whole
person—she thought she’d fit the bill.
But the social justice mission of the
university really ignited her interest.
“How to bring about change so that
there’s greater justice in the world is
very important to me,” says Gilbert,
who took on responsibilities as provost
in October. Previously, she served as
Vice Provost for Undergraduate Studies
at the University of Texas, Austin.

mission matters
Although Gilbert hasn’t lived in
California until now, she’s visited often.
And she hopes to get up to the zinfandel vineyards of the Russian River
Valley more frequently than she could
while living in Texas.

Richard P. Giacchetti
Associate Vice President for
Marketing and Communications

While Rich Giacchetti
was serving as AVP
for Marketing
Communications at
Seattle University, he
came to have a tremendous respect for the way
Santa Clara cares for its students and
tackles tough issues directly. And the
past few years, he’s also learned about
the University as a parent: “I’ve been
such a fan of Santa Clara that I encouraged my oldest daughter to enroll
here,” he says.
With a marketing background that
covers international business as well
as higher ed, Giacchetti welcomes the
opportunity to bring greater visibility
to the University on the national stage,
to attract more resources to strengthen
programs, and to build on the already
high level of pride among alumni.
Coming from an Italian family and
having lived in Italy for two years,
Giacchetti readily admits a passion for
cooking and food. A family favorite:
spaghetti alla vongole. What was he
doing in Italy? Pitching for the Italian
national baseball team.

Lester F. Goodchild
Dean of the School of Education,
Counseling Psychology, and
Pastoral Ministries

Becoming dean at
SCU was a unique
opportunity, Lester
F. Goodchild says, to
merge the educational
and ministerial aspects
of his life. The professor
of education holds a master of divinity
from St. Meinrad School of Theology
in Indiana, and his doctorate in higher
education from the University of

Chicago. He came to SCU from the
University of Massachusetts, Boston,
where he was dean of the Graduate
College of Education.
“It’s bringing it all together,”
the New York native says. “This is
a uniquely distinctive effort here at
Santa Clara.”
Goodchild hopes to focus on curricular enhancements, technology, and
community outreach.
Central to these efforts, he says, will
be SCU alumni. “We’d like to invite
them to campus more to be involved
with our current students as mentors,
whether in teaching, counseling, or
pastoral ministries,” Goodchild says.

Kevin P. Quinn, S.J.
Executive Director of the Ignatian
Center for Jesuit Education

Kevin P. Quinn, S.J.,
jumped right into his
new role this fall. His
first official week on the
job, he joined a delegation of SCU faculty
and staff on a Centersponsored immersion trip to El Salvador.
As director of the Ignatian Center,
Quinn’s aim will be “to reflect on what it
means to be a Catholic, Jesuit university
in the 21st century,” he says.
For the last decade, Quinn taught
at Georgetown University Law Center
in Washington, D.C. He’s previously
lived in California for 10 years, three
of them (1989-92) in Swig Hall as a
resident minister.
He recently moved into Nobili Hall
as a Jesuit in residence. “I enjoy being
with the students,” he says. “They
keep me young!”

John “Jack” Treacy, S.J. ’77
Director of Campus Ministry

After a stint at the foggy Jesuit school
just north of Santa Clara, alumnus
Jack Treacy, S.J. ’77 returned to his
undergraduate stomping grounds this
fall as director of Campus Ministry as
well as resident minister in Swig Hall,
two roles he relishes. See page 31 for a
profile of Treacy. AF SCU

A new generation
tackles AIDS

I

t has been 25 years since the Centers
for Disease Control identified
the disease that would come to be
known as AIDS. While half a million
Americans have died from AIDSrelated causes in that time, great
progress has been made in education,
prevention, funding, treatments, and a
global response to the pandemic. And
last year, through a new partnership
between Santa Clara University and
Catholic Relief Services, SCU students
took on new responsibilities in battling the scourge of AIDS at home and
abroad.
Working as interns with CRS and
the Arrupe Partnerships, in 2005-06
SCU seniors Ruth Stanton and Tanya
Landsberger developed a series of
events to further education and awareness regarding HIV/AIDS throughout
the world. Those events included a
talk last spring by Donald Francis, the
internationally renowned scientist who
headed up the AIDS laboratory for the
CDC in the early 1980s.
“I hope that your generation dealing
with AIDS and subsequent outbreaks
or problems within the community
does it better than our generation,”
Francis said firmly. This from a man
who worked closely with French
researchers to prove that HIV was
the agent that caused AIDS, and who
was one of the first to sound an early
warning that the nation’s blood supply
was at risk from HIV.
“Anytime one has an epidemic, one
has to get in early to deal with it before
the flames spread elsewhere. This is
especially true of diseases that have long
incubation periods,” Francis said.

From Santa Clara to South Africa
In the United States, an estimated
15,000 new cases of AIDS are diagnosed each year, a significant decrease

PHOTO: COURTESY OF NICOLE BELANGER

mission matters

SCU student Nicole Belanger, center, worked
with children in South Africa this fall.

from the 40,000 new cases diagnosed
annually in the 1980s. In total, an
estimated 400,000 people in the U.S.
are living with AIDS.
Travel to South Africa, as SCU
senior Joe Novotny did in 2005, and
you’ll find a much bleaker picture in
terms of the epidemic. While studying
in Cape Town, Novotny volunteered
at a children’s home that included
orphans infected with HIV and others
left parentless by AIDS.
The numbers in South Africa are
staggering: Over 330,000 people have
died from AIDS-related causes in
the past year alone, more than in any
other country in the world. One out
of nine South Africans—over 5 million
people—are HIV-positive. Among the
complicating factors: South African
President Thabo Mbeki’s support for
scientists who dispute that HIV causes
AIDS; and a slow rollout of antiretroviral treatment programs.

Winter 2006 Santa Clara Magazine 5
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Santa Clara students are
raising money to support
AIDS ministry in El Salvador
by selling pins made by
local artisans.

6 Santa Clara Magazine Winter 2006
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Santa Clara is among
the nation’s best, says
Sports Illustrated

Memories of
Orradre
A new fund for
social innovators

O

pened in 1964, the Orradre
Library building served the SCU
campus for more than 40 years. In
mid-June, the building closed and services were temporarily relocated to
make way for construction of the new
Learning Commons and Library. (For
more on construction, see page 27.) To
bid farewell to the place where thousands of SCU students studied all
night for finals and courteous and
expert staff helped them find just the
books and articles they needed, the
Santa Clara community has been invited to contribute memories of Orradre
on special “memory cards” featuring
archival photos of the Orradre Library
building. Literally hundreds of messages have already been received.
Here are a few:
“In a world of laptops, iPods and wifi, the
following observation may seem comical to
today’s students. The engineering students
strategically staked out the study tables
that ringed the perimeter of the bookshelves. Why? They needed to be near the
walls in order to plug in their state-of-theart calculators...Ah well, from ex libris to
gen-X libris, and beyond!”
—Pamela Davoren ’75, Theatre Arts
“Ever since I declared my accounting
major, Orradre became my new home....
I will always joyfully reminisce those allnighters before exams. ‘Forsan et haec
olim meminisse iuvabit.’ —Virgil.”
—Elif Soyarslan, Accounting Dept.
“I remember...‘What are you doing later?’”
“‘I have a date with Michael Orradre.’”
—1990-94 SCU

P

atrick Guerra ’73, MBA ’76,
was the director of the Center for
Innovation and Entrepreneurship at
SCU when he began thinking about
ways to encourage businesses and
entrepreneurs—while tying innovation
to “Jesuit values and the three C’s,”
he says: competence, conscience, and
compassion. What
he came up with,
along with cofounders Albert Bruno and
James Koch, was the
Global Social Benefit
Incubator program, a
joint venture with the
Center for Science,
Technology, and Society and the
Leavey School of Business.
The GSBI was launched in 2003
to provide support to innovators and
industrialists who use technology and
business principles to address the fundamental social issues of poverty, disease, and human suffering. On July 30
of this year, the University and CSTS
announced the creation of the Patrick
Guerra Social Entrepreneurs Fund to
offer additional financial support to
social entrepreneurs engaged in humanitarian efforts to create better lives for
people in countries around the world.
“Most of these programs are funded
by foundations [and are] dependent on
grants,” Guerra says. “The GSBI was
born to help them develop a business
model, to help them make their own
money, be self-sustaining.” SS SCU

Thanks in large part to having three
fall sports ranked in the top 10 of their
respective polls, Santa Clara Athletics
was ranked fifth in the nation by Sports
Illustrated in the magazine’s first set of
all-sports rankings for the 2006-07
athletic year. SCU was also the
highest-ranked nonfootball school on
the list—an even
more significant
accomplishment,
since SI calculates its
rankings based on all
fall sports but gives
additional weight to
football.
So how did the
Broncos rise to
such heights? Santa
Clara’s women’s
WCC Player
soccer team led the
of the Week:
Women’s soccer
way at No. 3 in the
forward Meagan
country, with men’s
Snell was recogsoccer at the No. 7
nized with the
spot in the polls, and
award on Sept. 11.
women’s volleyball,
which reached the Final Four last season, kicked off the year ranked No. 8.
“To have three teams in the Top 10 is
a phenomenal accomplishment,” said
Dan Coonan, director of athletics and
recreation. “And we are happy to be
recognized by Sports Illustrated for our
efforts.”
The 2006-07 athletic season also
got underway with Santa Clara student
-athletes establishing themselves as
some of the best in the West Coast
Conference, capturing a bevy of player
of the week awards in volleyball and
women’s soccer.
PHOTO: DON JEDLOVEC

“With all of these advances,”
Belanger says, “our generation
is the first with the capability to
make a change and challenge
AIDS and the stigmas surrounding it head on.” KL SCU

PHOTO: CHRISTINE LE

This year, Novotny and senior Kate
Radvanyi are serving as CRS interns.
Their goals: educate SCU students
on the current state of HIV/AIDS in
the community and on a global scale,
as well as on ways people can get
involved with HIV/AIDS issues.
“This epidemic is a threat to everyone’s future,” Novotny says, “We need
to become active in our communities,
educating other young people who see
us as peers, and helping those who are
HIV-positive fight stigma and seek
needed treatment.”
In 2006, Santa Clara students
founded a chapter of FACE AIDS,
which strives to raise money to fight
AIDS in Africa by selling pins made
by African refugees. FACE AIDS was
founded by a group of Stanford students in 2005, and Novotny notes that
Santa Clara was one of the first schools
to put on a FACE AIDS campaign.
One of the students who helped
found the Santa Clara chapter is
20-year-old Nicole Belanger, of
Washington, D.C. Belanger has
participated in several outreach and
education programs at SCU, including a program to distribute meals to
terminally ill people in San Francisco
through Project Open Hand.
Belanger took the fall 2006
quarter off from school to do
AIDS work with
children in Cape
Town with the
organization
Volunteers for
International
Partnership. She sees
work on AIDS as
a fundamental
responsibility.

Bronco Sports

Read more online—and contribute
your memory of Orradre as well—at

On the Web

EXCLUSIVES

Check out Bronco schedules and
the latest scores online. Visit

santaclarabroncos.com

...as for women’s soccer,
make that the best
After the first weekend of the soccer
season, Soccer Buzz released its poll of
national rankings: coming off a pair
of quality wins over Wake Forest and
Utah, Santa Clara took over the top
spot. “We put the schedule together
so that we may play against the best
teams in the country,” said head coach
Jerry Smith. “We hope that we bring
in great talent and highly-ranked
teams, because it forces our team to
deal with that pressure and to prepares
us for the NCAA Tournament.” AJ SCU

PHOTO: DAVID GONZALES

mission matters

EXCLUSIVES

Cassie Perret ’06 named
Athlete of the Year
After a stellar four-year volleyball
career at Santa Clara University,
including being a crucial part of the
team’s magical run to the Final Four
and becoming the program’s only firstteam All-American last season, Cassie
Perret ’06 was named the 2006 Female
Amateur Athlete of the Year by the San
Jose Sports Authority. Perret was honored at the 2006 Induction Ceremony
and Dinner at the HP Pavilion on
Nov. 1, along with the San Jose Sports
Hall of Fame’s Class of 2006 Inductees,
which was announced earlier this year
and includes former Santa Clara football and San Francisco 49ers assistant
coach Bill McPherson.
As a senior in 2005, Perret turned
in a career year, which included starting all 32 of the team’s matches and
posting career-high totals of 370
kills (3.22 per game), a .368 hitting
percentage, and 33 service aces (0.29
per game), as well as 249 digs (2.17
per game) and 92 total blocks (0.80
per game). She also was named Santa
Clara’s first-ever AVCA National
Player of the Week on Sept. 12, 2005,
earned the West Coast Conference
Player of the Year award, and she
became the first SCU volleyball
player to be named to the AVCA
All-America First Team. AJ SCU

Athlete of the Year: Cassie Perret was
honored by the San Jose Sports Authority.

The winningest coach
in Bronco history
PHOTO: DON JEDLOVEC

On the Web

www.santaclarabroncos.com

Santa Clara
volleyball head
coach Jon
Wallace has
been the main
architect of
the program’s
rise to national
prominence since
taking over in
1999. Now in his
SCU’s winningest coach:
eighth year on
volleyball’s Jon Wallace.
campus, Wallace,
with the team’s 3-2 victory over San Jose
State on Sept. 13, passed former coach
Mary Ellen Murchison (1978-88) as the
winningest head coach in Santa Clara history, with 163 career wins.
“Without a doubt this one’s going
to be memorable,” Wallace said after
the milestone victory. Wallace’s illustrious accomplishments in his Santa Clara
coaching career already include guiding
five AVCA All-Americans, capturing two
West Coast Conference titles, and making the school’s first appearance in the
Final Four in 2005. AJ SCU
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desire for global domination
isn’t the first quality you’d
associate with Steve Nash ’96.
Humility. Hard work.
Teamwork. Compassion.
These are the traits embodied
by the Santa Clara alumnus
who now plays point guard for
the Phoenix Suns.
Still, Nash tends to think
big—even though he’s only
6 feet 3 inches tall in a sport
dominated by 7-footers. When
he enrolled at Santa Clara, he
had his sights set on playing in
the NBA. And he wants other
Santa Clara students to think big, too.
“You feel like one small piece in
this world,” he told the thousands of
students, faculty, and staff assembled
for convocation in the Leavey Center
on Sept. 18. “But each of us has such
a huge power and part to play in the
world. Collectively, this group of Santa
Clara students is going to have such
a huge impact on the community and
our country in the future.”

A banner year

Back-to-back MVP in the NBA, Steve Nash’96
returned to campus in September for a
ceremony retiring his Santa Clara jersey.
He also offered a convocation message for
students and alumni alike: Look deeper.
Understand for yourself. Get involved. And
keep Santa Clara taking over the world.
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For the second year in a row, in 2006,
Nash was named most valuable player
in the NBA. Only eight other players
in NBA history have won the award
back-to-back, and only two other
guards: Magic Johnson and Michael
Jordan. The soft-spoken Nash is
lauded for his team playing; he’ll opt
to pass as often as he shoots. And when
presented with the MVP award, he
accepted it with his teammates, rather
than solo.
He’s far from being the Suns’ top
scorer—although he’s consistently a
league leader in assists and scoring

percentage, and he’s driven up total
points scored for his team. This spring,
Time magazine named Nash one of the
100 most influential people of our age.
NBA hall-of-famer Charles Barkley
wrote the tribute and asked, “What has
he taught us? It pays to be selfless.”
Nash’s achievements recently
garnered him a place amid another
pantheon of sports legends—the
Wheaties box. The Steve Nash edition
of the breakfast of champions hit the
shelves in late April. But if you went to
the Safeway across from campus on the
morning of convocation in search of
your own box, you were out of luck.
Thanks to a run by Nash fans, the store
was temporarily out of stock.
In coming back to Santa Clara for
convocation, Nash was presented with
a unique honor: His Santa Clara jersey
was officially retired, and a banner with
his name, number 11, and 1992-1996
was unveiled inside the Leavey Center.
It’s the first time in Santa Clara history that a jersey has been raised to the
rafters. As Nash confessed at a press
conference before convocation, having
his jersey retired was both rewarding
and humbling. “I feel a little awkward,”
he said, “because I feel very normal and
just one of the guys when it comes to
Santa Clara and my four years.”
They weren’t just any four years,
though. His first year at Santa Clara,
Nash led the Broncos through the
West Coast Conference tournament in
a run that’s been described as magical.
In the NCAA playoffs, he helped the
Broncos to a legendary victory over the
second-seeded University of Arizona
Wildcats. He helped bring Santa Clara
back for NCAA Tournament appearances in ’95 and ’96. Twice named the
WCC Player of the Year, he finished
his career as the Broncos’ all-time
leader in career assists, free-throw
percentage, and 3-pointers made and
attempted. When it was time to see
whether his NBA aspirations would
materialize, the Phoenix Suns named
Nash as a first-round draft pick.
In recent years, his playing style has
been described as “magnetic,” “engaging,” “frenetic.” He’s been credited
with bringing an unusual acumen and

imaginative vision to the court—as if
he’s able to see those couple seconds
into the future that keep him ahead of
the game. Fourteen years ago, though,
you might not have guessed there was
such a bright future waiting for the lad
from Vancouver.

would I have had the career, the success, without my coaches.”
Nash also recalled that initial meeting with Davey inside the Agrodome in
Vancouver. “The first thing he said to
me was, ‘You’re the worst defender I’ve
ever seen,’” Nash said. “Which was a
real confidence builder.”
“The worst defender
In retrospect, Nash said, “I couldn’t
I’ve ever seen”
have
gone to a more perfect university
When Nash strode into the Leavey
for
me.
And I think that, in many ways,
Center, students greeted him with
everyone
can find that in Santa Clara....
chants of “M-V-P!” The press would
Even if I had gone to
comment on his
another university, I
natty attire (gray suit,
don’t know if I would
collarless white shirt,
have even been a proimmaculate white
fessional basketball
sneakers with no
player.”
socks), and President
As Davey has told
Paul Locatelli, S.J.,
it,
after
Nash overconfessed, “I didn’t
heard
the
remark
recognize you with
about
his
lack
of
your new hairdo.”
defense
skills,
the
high
Indeed, the famed
schooler
came
out
of
shaggy Steve Nash
the
arena
and,
instead
mane was shorn late
of offering excuses,
this summer to a
asked the Santa Clara
sleek buzz cut.
coach how he could
Nash was born in
improve. Davey took
Johannesburg, South
that as a very good
Nash on the box. Only
Africa, in 1974, and
sign.
the third Bronco to be so
his family moved to
honored,
he
joins
college
At convocation,
Canada when he was
and pro football hallNash
led a round of
2 years old. Growing
of-famer Tom Fears ’45
applause
for the coachup, soccer was where
and soccer star Brandi
es—and
another
for
he excelled; he didn’t
Chastain ’91.
his
fellow
Santa
Clara
start to really shine
teammates. A number
in basketball until the
of the Broncos he
eighth grade. In high
played with came back
school, he harbored serious ambitions
to
campus
for
Welcome
Weekend—“I
for a pro career. As he told the conguess
as
an
excuse
to
go
to
The Hut,”
vocation audience, “I wanted to go to
Nash
said.
Monday
morning,
Nash and
a big Division I school and become a
his
fellow
alumni
scrimmaged
against
star—these big dreams. But nobody
the
current
Bronco
lineup.
The
night
wanted me to go to their school...”
before
saw
an
extended
visit
to
the
legBut Santa Clara’s Dick Davey heard
endary
watering
hole
just
off
campus.
that Nash might have something speWhen Nash spoke at convocation,
cial and went to Vancouver to see him
he
didn’t
bring a prepared talk or even
play. At convocation, Nash paid tribute
notes,
since
every time he tries to write
to Davey and the other Santa Clara
something,
he
said, he winds up with
coaches for being “extremely honest,”
something
too
sentimental or clichéd.
and for instilling in him and his teamThat
was
one
reason
he asked his audimates the capacity to be self-critical.
ence
to
bear
with
him
in the casual
“They were hard on us, they pushed
nature
of
his
remarks.
He
offered
us,” he said, “and they were incredible
another,
less
philosophical
excuse: “I’m
at helping us develop as players—and,
feeling
a
little
dehydrated.”
as a byproduct, as people. Not a chance
PHOTO: COURTESY OF GENERAL MILLS
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Welcome home, Steve

Leading in assists off
the court, too
Nash earned his degree from Santa
Clara in sociology. While he’s the first
to acknowledge that his real major
was basketball, he credited his studies in sociology with opening his eyes
“pretty wide, pretty quickly, learning
a lot about the world, learning a lot

On the Web

EXCLUSIVES

Read and listen to Steve Nash’s convocation address and press conference, and
check out an online photo gallery. Visit

about people and society.” And among
the book titles that have cropped up in
chats with journalists are The Philosophy
of Immanuel Kant, the autobiography of
Che Guevara, and One Day in the Life of
Ivan Denisovich.
“A huge theme in my life,” he told
the audience at convocation, has been
“having an understanding and an acceptance of our differences, of individual
psychology, but also as a community as
a whole.”
In 1999, Nash established the Jim
Jennings Memorial Endowment Fund
at Santa Clara in honor of an alumnus

February 2003, when he publicly came
out opposing the build-up to what
would soon be the U.S.-led invasion
of Iraq. At convocation, Nash wasn’t
wading into specifics of U.S. politics.
Instead, he reminded students that Fr.
Locatelli, in his convocation address,
noted “ways that we are failing in this
country and in this part of the world,
and in our society. You guys can all be
a huge part in overcoming that, and
whether it’s politics, whether it’s health
care, education, poverty, hunger, epidemics, disease—you guys can all make
such a huge difference by just doing
small things.”
One of the not-so-small
contributions that Nash made
this spring: Together with MD
International, he funded the
establishment of a neonatal intensive care ward at the Hospital de
Clinicas in Asuncion, Paraguay.
Asuncion is the home town of
Alejandra Amarilla, Nash’s wife
and mother of his twin daughters,
Lourdes and Isabella, who just
turned 2.
“For me there has been nothing more rewarding than building
relationships with people,” Nash
said, “and together helping make the
world, hopefully, better.... So I urge all
of you guys to try to at least be interested in the world: Take a deeper look,
think for yourself, and try to understand maybe a little bit more about the
world. Travel as much as you can, and
really get a better understanding of
what is out there, and what you can do
to help because...you have no idea how
powerful each and every one of you is.”
Nash concluded by wishing everyone a great year. Then he added, “Let’s
keep Santa Clara taking over the world.
All right?”
But he wasn’t done yet. Among
those hanging out and hoping to meet
their basketball hero were a couple preschoolers from Kids on Campus. Nash
obliged, signed a couple jerseys—and
he took the time to talk to the pintsized fans. SCU
PHOTO: TIMOTHY HASKELL

The fact is, Nash’s off-the-cuff
remarks hit home with the students.
He was real. And he was, as he said,
one of them. As for his teammates,
“We pushed each other through everything,” Nash said. “I’ll always feel like
they’re, without being too cheesy, my
family and my brothers.... It’s such a
great quality to be selfless and to make
people around you better. My teammates were always super supportive,
competitive.”
Nash told today’s students, “You
guys have the same opportunity, as
classmates and through the relationships that you develop, to make
each other better, to make the
school better, to represent yourself
and the school and the community
better. All of you have a chance
and a decision to make about your
attitude and what kind of leader
you’re going to be.”
That led to another observation: “I think Santa Clara is taking
over the world, by the way.... We
have the mayor of San Francisco, a
starting outfielder for the Giants.”
(Nash was classmates with Randy
Winn ’96, who played basketball for a season at Santa Clara
before devoting himself to baseball.)
“Everywhere you go,” Nash said,
“someone from Santa Clara is doing
something special. So you will be the
next ones to do that. And I really want
you guys to take advantage and make
the most of your time here.... You will
never be able to recreate this atmosphere, this environment. So make the
most of it.”

“We love you, Steve!” Nash with
the Ruff Riders.

and volunteer staff member who served
the basketball team for two decades.
In 2001, he launched the Steve Nash
Foundation, which has provided him
with “an opportunity and a platform to
create change,” he said, “to help people
and to be involved in the community,
and hopefully, to better it.” The foundation takes as its mission “assisting
underserved children in their health,
personal development, education, and
enjoyment of life,” as its Web site
notes. The foundation makes a point of
using the term underserved rather than
underprivileged, since, the site states,
children’s rights to basic nutrition and
clean water, and to living in “a safe, loving home environment should not be
seen as a privilege.”
Nash’s politics have been described
as “progressive,” and he was something
of a lightning rod for controversy
during NBA All-Star Game week in

—Steven Boyd Saum is the managing editor
for Santa Clara Magazine. Simone Billings,
Paul Nielan, and Santa Clara Athletics
contributed to this report.

New books by
SCU alumni and faculty

I love the smell
of bookstores in
the morning

T

his has been a big year for Lewis
Buzbee ’79. He’s published both a
memoir destined to win a place in the
hearts of book lovers (and lovers of
bookstores) and a collection of short
stories thick with the stuff of family, love, and loss. The Yellow-Lighted
Bookshop: A Memoir, a History (Graywolf
Press, 2006, $17) is for those enticed by
the smell and touch of books, and the
satisfying hunt for just the right read.
Beyond telling stories from Buzbee’s
years as a bookseller and publisher’s rep,
it explores the history of bookmaking
and bookselling itself.
On the fiction side, as the title
of the collection After the Gold Rush
(Tupelo Press, 2006, $14) suggests,
these are tales that cope with life in
the wake of big changes—for good
and bad. Anchoring the book is the
novella “An American Son,” an absurd
tale of a 17-year-old who, after read-

ing Solzhenitsyn, defects to the Soviet
Union, becomes a writer, and marries
his Russian translator—who ultimately
leaves him for America.
As for Buzbee and his family, they
live in San Francisco, where he teaches
writing at USF.

Trick-or-treating
on the Rock

Y

ou knew Alcatraz Island was
once home to Al Capone and
Machine Gun Kelly—but did you
know the island had kids on it, too?
Claire Rudolf Murphy ’73 has written
Children of Alcatraz: Growing Up on the
Rock (Walker & Co., 2006, $17.95),
which tells stories from military families stationed there in the 19th century
to Native Americans who reclaimed
the island as Indian land in 1968. And,
of course, there are tales of prison
guards’ kids and their adventures.
Amply illustrated with archival photos, and sprinkled with anecdotes and
personal stories, Children of Alcatraz
is easy enough going for young readers, and fascinating enough to draw in
grown-ups.
Murphy received her B.A. in history from SCU and is the author of
more than a dozen books for children
and young adults. She lives in Spokane,
Wash.

In Print
The ancient ways
are not lost

A

fter decades of civil war,
Guatemala returned to civilian rule
20 years ago. Since then, one of the
profound changes has been the possibility for the Maya—who comprise
half the country’s population—to again
express their traditional spiritual beliefs
and practices openly. In Contemporary
Maya Spirituality: The Ancient Ways Are
Not Lost (University of Texas Press,
2006, $35), Jean Molesky-Poz, who
lectures in religious studies at SCU,
offers a fascinating study of contemporary Maya worldviews
and of how they are
grounded in ancient
beliefs and spiritual
practices. In-depth dialogues with Maya
Ajq’ijab’ (keepers of
the 260-day ritual calendar) explore sacred
geography, sacred time,
and ritual practice.

Tidepooling, anyone?

I

f you’re heading for the ruggedly
gorgeous Oregon coast, you might
want to take a gander at a quick reference guide compiled by Oregon native
and SCU alumnus Dick Trout ’53.
Oregon’s Best Coastal Beaches (Frank
Amato Publications, 2005, $14.95)
offers nuts-and-bolts info (is there
camping? surfing? bathrooms?) and
ratings on more than 100 coastal
beaches and parks, from Astoria to
the Winchuck River. Trout now calls
Ashland, Ore., home, and he is a member of Oregon Shores Coastwatch, a
volunteer organization that seeks to
protect Oregon’s beaches.
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B y Mar th a Elle n St ort z

RTZ

Scholar and teacher Bill Spohn earned
PHOTO: COUR
TESY OF MART
HA ELLEN STO

THE SCHOOL
of HOPE

deep affection and the respect of the
Santa Clara community in his years
directing the Bannan Center for Jesuit
Education and teaching in the religious
studies department. When he was
stricken with cancer, he and his wife,
Marty Stortz, looked death in the face
—and they learned profound lessons
about love and grace amidst grief.

t the first sign of illness,
Bill was working on a
book, Daily Morality. He
had sketched out eight
chapters: “How We
Work,” “How We Love,”
“How We Play,” “How
We Worship,” etc. There
was no chapter on “How
We Die.” Bill never wrote that chapter. He lived it,
offering regular reports to friends and family. These
updates chronicle a medical trauma few people will
ever experience. But they also describe a spiritual
journey that we will all make sooner or
later. Every journey needs a chronicle.
This is ours.
An incident during Holy Week 2004
forced our travel. Bill was consulting for
the Lilly Endowment in Indianapolis
when seizures scrambled his speech,
pinned him to the floor, and landed him
in the hospital. Bill’s description was,
“I couldn’t get the words in my head
articulated, plus some double vision.
Although I certainly know what it is like
to speak without thinking, it is weird to
think without speaking. It felt like a verbal traffic jam.” An MRI scan showed
the faintest shadow in his left temporal
lobe, an area we would come to know as “the eloquent brain.” We flew back on Good Friday and

A

{

spent the Triduum preparing for what lay ahead.
We kept two schedules. One marked the linear
march of calendar time, tracking the various tests,
scans, and treatments that crowded our days. The
other schedule kept liturgical time, tracing the cycle
of birth, life, death, and resurrection through the
seasons of Advent and Christmas, Lent
and Easter. Living in liturgical time was
our own form of “magical thinking,” and
I suspect we hoped to circle back to a
time before brain cancer. We couldn’t,
of course, and we didn’t. But we found
ourselves spiraling deeper into a mystery
that held us.
Between Easter and Pentecost, Bill
stumbled through a battery of tests, all
under the influence of high dosages of
anti-convulsants. The drugs prevented
seizures but also, he lamented, “eliminate the possibility of all conscious
thought.” He was so unsteady on his
feet that he worried about being ticketed for WWI, “walking while intoxicated.” Eight weeks later, the shadow had grown to a
discernible mass. Within the week, Bill was in sur-

{

We took
them in
like air, we
breathed
them out
in blessing.

Fate and the Windy
City: Bill Spohn
and Marty Stortz
were each working on a Ph.D. at
the divinity school
at the University
of Chicago when
they met. Bill loved
to read, cook, and
swim—and he loved
Lutherans so much,
he married one.
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of an expanding circle of prayer: “As people pray
for us, we pray for them and add them to the list
of people we mention by name every morning.
We are not alone and are reminded of others
who are going through their own passages, even
as they are companions on our mysterious journey.” We couldn’t figure out the physiology, but
prayer became for us the respiratory system of
the body of Christ. We took them in like air; we
breathed them out in blessing.
That summer, Ordinary Time was the daily
round of radiation and chemotherapy, walks and
movies. While an 18-year survivor
of brain cancer told us he made
it through radiation by thinking
about “Radiant beams from Thy
holy face,” Bill hated the treatment. Nonetheless, he underplayed
the grind of therapy and adopted
a faithful realism: “The real challenge is the daily visit to the waiting room, which doesn’t exactly
look like a health club. Everything
has changed. Marty and I feel that
life has become condensed. Many
of the experiences that would
ordinarily have been stretched out
over some decades have been compressed into the past few weeks.
This gives us the chance to live with our hearts
and eyes wide open. The words of Scripture,
especially the psalms, seem less hyperbole and
more the unvarnished truth of our condition.
This probably won’t last, but we will be changed
whether it does or not.”
Radiation ended around the Feast of the
Transfiguration. We joked that Bill’s face was
glowing, too, and made plans to spend a week at
Monterey Bay. The ocean calmed us: We could
look beyond the frantic surface action of the
waves to a horizon that never changed. It was a
metaphor for the spiritual journey. Bill’s 32 years
as a Jesuit served us both well. It offered ways of
naming the consolation we experienced. Indeed,
his hardest trial was not brain cancer. That
August he wrote to a friend and fellow classmate
in the Society of Jesus, “Leaving the Society was
far more fearful than this. I didn’t know who I
would be, whether my family and friends would
still stand by me, whether I could do the work

{

gery. He came home on the Vigil of Pentecost.
The immediate aftermath of brain surgery
leaves people euphoric. The brain has few
nerve endings to register pain; post-surgery
swelling has not set in; whatever was causing
trouble is gone. Pathology reports dispelled our
euphoria. Bill was officially diagnosed with the
Tyrannosaurus Rex of brain cancers, glioblastoma multiforme. We set our faces toward a
grimly advancing horizon and a standard treatment regimen: radiation, chemotherapy, possibly
more surgery.
In his first post-surgery e-mail
update to his family and friends,
Bill was grateful in being confirmed that “We have found that
God’s love and healing are not
add-ons: your support has been
not only the sign of God’s grace,
but the principal way it has come
to us.” Then, with that bold
turn in tone that characterized
all of his updates, he defused the
seriousness: “Things should be
less dramatic from now on: We
will alternate between music,
meditation—and catching up on
‘The Sopranos.’”
The fatigue of treatment
often made attending Mass hard. At the same
time, the Eucharist became as necessary as food.
Friends made certain we did not go hungry.
Bill’s Jesuit brothers, Paul Locatelli, Sonny
Manuel, and Mark Ravizza, brought the meal
to us that first Pentecost and throughout his
illness. People mobilized prayers: a group of
Methodist “Prayer Warriors” in Delaware,
prisoners at San Quentin, Carmelite nuns at
Dachau, Jesuit and Lutheran institutions around
the country. The rector of a Jesuit seminary in
East Africa wrote that he’d heard of this circle
of prayer and was joining. A friend steeped in
the rich religious traditions of Indonesia ritually and routinely interceded at all of his house
altars, Balinese Hindu, Buddhist, Jewish, and
Christian. Bill was stunned: “With this kind of
ecumenism, how can we lose?”

{

“If gratitude
is the echo of
grace, then
hope is the
echo of God’s
paying attention
to us.”

Our Mysterious Journey
We felt those prayers like so many hands on our
bodies. We laid hands on others, becoming part
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and prayer. I begged a
I had trained to do, and whether
neighbor, “If you see
God would still take my calls.
my Old Life wandering
Perhaps having found that all those
down the street, please
fears were pointless, this experience
send it back!” But the
is not fearful. I know I will not be
New Life had its graces.
abandoned.”
At the end of each day
We hoped radiation worked on
we recounted them and
the inside of Bill’s head as effectivefell asleep grateful. This
ly as it worked on the outside. He
was our Ordinary Time.
lost a swath of hair around his head,
Bill lamented the
a look he described as “two-thirds
“reptilian” turn his
of a Mohawk.” When his nieces
life had taken, but he
suggested a buzz cut, Bill took their
learned things his vast
advice: “Although the result is not
library could not teach.
exactly Vin Diesel with bifocals, it
Ever the teacher, he
does support a variety of new hats.”
distinguished between
He turned to the state of his soul:
Bill Spohn’s writings explored Scripture
resignation and surren“We experience much gratitude,
and ethics, spirituality and ethics, moral
der: “Resignation feels
which is the echo of grace. Illness
development, marriage, and American
like, ‘This is just the
can bog one down in self-absorpreligious ethics.
way it is. Tough it out.’
tion. Your support helps open the
Surrender is not givwindows for grace, which comes
ing up, but, to borrow
through many channels, the major
a biblical expression, it says ‘Into Your hands I
one being friends, but also wonderful spouses,
commend my spirit, O Lord.’” A first language
talented surgeons, radiologists with good aim,
of faith gave voice to his experience: “We use
and insightful therapists. I don’t believe that
the language available to us from our tradition.
God sends tumors to anyone, but we have found
However, it does not seem an artificial imposithat on our brief walk through the valley of
tion but the articulation of the core of what is
darkness, God has certainly been with us.”
going on. The last six months have been nothIf you see my Old Life. . .
ing like I feared the encounter with death would
Fall of 2004 was filled with orange light and
be. We are not called to summon up a great act
long walks in the neighborhood. We took
of hope, but rather to turn our attention to the
time to notice. The doctors prescribed a fourOne who is faithful. As a professional student, I
month shift from one anti-seizure medication
guess I imagined that this would be the ultimate
to another. While the end result promised
final exam, and I’d better get it right. We have
more focus and concentration, the transition
found that there is more gift than accomplishleft Bill on maximum doses of both drugs for
ment in all this. If gratitude is the echo of grace,
several months. He hoped to be writing, but
then hope is the echo of God’s paying attention
found himself stranded “somewhere between a
to us. Marry the right person. It makes all the
retreat and a fairly major hangover.” Worse, for
difference.”
the first time in his life, Bill had limited social
I read that October update after it had been
energy. When he described how anxious social
sent
to Bill’s widening circle of friends. The
situations made him, I exclaimed, “This is how
typos
worried me; the final sentences warmed
introverts feel all the time!”
me;
and
the logic seemed odd. Then I underWe told people we could see them for two
stood:
How
else can God pay attention to us
hours maximum; they happily accommodated.
except
through
the love of spouses and family
The calendar records weekly dinners at the
and
friends?
Bill
hinted here at another distincnearby home of his older brother, Richard, wife
tion
that
his
death
brought home to me: the
Katherine, and the nieces who doted on their
difference
between
hoping for something and
“Tio Loco.” It does not show the hours of sleep
hoping in something—or Someone.
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THE SCHOOL
of HOPE
Reaching back to what was real

{

We all hope for things, and that hope is a little
like a Christmas list, endlessly open to revision.
Predicated on possible outcomes, it attaches
to the future. When Bill was dying, I said to
a friend: “At this point, I don’t know what to
hope for.” Should we hope for him to beat this
infection, but live in a world without language?
Should we hope for death to intervene with
merciful speed? Outside of a miracle, I couldn’t
imagine an outcome that would restore any
shred of the Old Life. Was I hopeless?
I could not imagine what to
hope for, but a deep and abiding
hope held me. Neither of us had
fallen off God’s radar screen; we
were both surrounded by the love
of family and friends. So I was
hopeful—devastated, but hopeful.
Bill was right about something
else. We didn’t have hope as the
product of fierce focus or deep
faith. Rather, hope had us. All we
had to do was fall into it, like a trapeze artist falling into a net. She’s
missed the catch, but she dared
everything, because she knew the
net was there.
This kind of hope did not look
forward to possible outcomes; it
reached back to what was real. And what was
real? The sturdiness of family and friends, the
solidity of work, the daily graces that swarmed us.
Medical matters intensified Advent’s anticipation. Bill was emerging from the lingering
“shadow” of radiation, and we would soon know
his new “normal” level of functioning. He had
almost completed the transition in drugs. A
scan would show us how effective his current
chemotherapy regimen had been. Christmas
celebrations were excessively boisterous because
we worried it would be our last. We clung to the
daily Scripture readings, particularly the texts
for Advent and Epiphany.
Fearing bad news, Bill sent out a note before
we got the report on his latest scan. In January
2005, he began with his usual ecumenical
greeting to friends, family, pilgrims, and fellow travelers: “We hope that your Christmas,
Hanukkah, and New Year’s were all blessed,

God not being partisan in these matters.” He
went on to lament “the unintended asceticism”
illness brought: “The two things I have coveted
and collected were books and good red wines.
At this point, they are mostly gathering dust!”
Then the change in tone: “It is surprising that
even limitations contain a calling and invitation.
Life has gotten more contemplative because
there is more time and less driving energy. A
number of things that seemed important before
don’t anymore. Does the world really need any
more footnote-choked articles and dense presentations at conventions? The few
things that are important have been
enormously more important: love
in all its forms, the one we married,
family, friends old and new, a fine
university to work at, the community of faith in its universal reach. T.S.
Eliot articulates the prayer of ‘Ash
Wednesday’ and all of life’s Lents:
‘Teach us to care and not to care /
Teach us to sit still.’”
Two days later, the neurosurgeon
phoned. He usually told us, “I really
like what I see!” This time, he didn’t.
The scan showed a “shadow” at the
top of the tumor cavity, which could
be dead tissue created by radiation,
but most likely was new growth.
Until this point, Bill addressed the terror of
brain surgery with a standard formula: “I had
something in my head that could have killed
me, and they took it out.” Now the executioner
had returned. He never used that formula again.
Instead, he spoke of something else: “Marty and
I are learning much in this school of hope. The
grace we need has been there and continues to
be there. Thanks for being its allies: No prayers
are wasted. It’s just that some get channeled into
unrequested directions. We know that it is not
our hope that will continue to sustain us but
the life given by the Lord, as evidenced by what
Paul says: ‘Christ in you, the hope of glory.’”
Bill realized people were chalking up his
attitude to “deep reservoirs of denial,” but in a
March update he was adamant: “Our thoughts
are somewhat different. Who knows, ‘God’s
ways’ may be surprisingly better than the scripture of Kübler-Ross and all the other gurus

{

Hope had us.
All we had
to do was fall
into it, like
a trapeze
artist falling
into a net.
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of grief. Yes, there are undeniable losses, but
they don’t compare with the advent of God’s
approach. In the original context of Isaiah,
‘God’s ways’ refers to a goodness that takes our
breath away. Most of this is not mystical or
abstract. It comes in very concrete ways, primarily through other people.”
God’s ways continued to surprise. Bill had
more energy than ever. He was teaching again,
lecturing on moral theology to a wonderful
group of highly skilled and motivated adult
learners. When he explained his situation to
the students, one of them turned out to be a
medical doctor. We were house-sitting in Los
Altos through June, so Bill was close to his
beloved university and our friends there. A grant
released me from a full-time teaching load, and
I was able to write, work, and fine-tune my driving skills on the South Bay freeways.
With the consensus of our growing team of
doctors, Bill enrolled in a monthlong Phase II
clinical trial at the University of California, San
Francisco. We were lucky to be near one of the
best research hospitals in the world for brain
tumors. The treatment required only occasional
overnights and a regimen of pills, easily integrated into the formidable army of medications
Bill was already taking. He experienced none
of the side-effects. We settled into a rhythm of
teaching and driving and dinner with friends.
Sometime in mid-Lent, though, we noticed
Bill’s eyesight changing. He complained about
students on campus ambushing him, until
we realized his peripheral vision was shot.
Attending one of his last classes that quarter, I
watched as he wrote over a word he had already
put on the board. I began reading the morning newspapers to him, reaching for a theatrical
training I had never had.
As the trial ended, Bill had a final scan and an
appointment to discuss the results. We waited in
a room that had a panoramic view of all the sites
of Bill’s youth: the twin towers at St. Ignatius
Church where his family went to Mass; the campus of the University of San Francisco where
his father had taught into his 80s; Golden Gate
Park where the kids played; the waves at the Cliff
House; and the invariant horizon of sea and sky.

The doctor in charge of the pharmaceutical
trial was running late. “The delay created some
time to get back to the CD version of Tony
Hendra’s Father Joe, the biography of a remarkable monk who had been the author’s friend
and mentor for four decades. When the author
arrived at the monastery, it was clear that this
would be their last visit, since the 92-year-old
monk had advanced cancer. The author asked
whether death scared him, and Father Joe said
not really: There was much awe and mystery in
facing the holiness of God. I found the account
moving, to say the least. In the middle of this
account, the doctor called my name. I looked
up at this stranger and it was obvious what his
message would be.” The tumor had continued
to grow.
“Clearly you failed the trial drug,” the doctor
concluded.
I was furious: “No, you and your trial drug
failed Bill.”

“‘God’s ways’ refers
to a goodness that
takes our breath
away,” Bill Spohn
wrote. “It comes in
very concrete ways,
primarily through
other people.”
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THE SCHOOL
of HOPE
character in Dubliners, but we had adopted it as
a family slogan: “Rapid motion through space
elates one.” We loved to move fast and get
things done. Now I capitalized on that addiction as we careened toward surgery. As things
dropped into place, though, I saw that our pace
was ahead of our feelings. Bill was not sure he
deserved surgery: “What’s the point?” As we
unpacked his reticence with our trusted counselors, we discovered the real question underneath:
“Do you love me?” If he couldn’t teach or speak,
command the podium or the dinner table, would
he still be loved?
“Do you love me?” It’s the question Jesus
posed to Peter, as he returned after the resurrection to cook his disciples breakfast
(John 21). It was the question Bill
posed now. Again, the question
invited the passionate response:
“Yes! You know that we love you.”
The affirmations registered. In the
end, Bill faced surgery knowing that
he was loved for himself, not simply for his abundant scholarly and
administrative gifts, or his stunning
written or oral wit.
But he knew something else
as well: He knew he was dying.
We began to grieve together. The
anointing we had done every morning after prayer took on new meaning: We were preparing his body
for burial. Then, for the first time
since this medical odyssey began,
we felt on solid ground. We had no
maps for the country of medicine, but we had a
compass for the valley of the shadow of death.
I stopped taking notes at the meetings with our
doctors. For the first time, I knew where we
were. We had great care, they were good docs.
But if we were looking for them to play God,
that position had already been taken.

{

There was no time for anger. We had to move
fast. Within 48 hours, we had secured all of Bill’s
records and were reviewing the latest scan with
Bill’s first surgeon. Bill liked this man for his
candor. I liked him for the answer he gave to our
question before Bill’s first surgery: “Who survives this kind of cancer?” We expected a medical answer. Without missing a beat the surgeon
replied: “People who have hope and people who
live life aggressively.”
This time, we had a different question:
“What would you do if this were your brother?”
He had a ready answer: “I’d drop my practice
and take him skiing.”
This doctor refused to do the
surgery himself: “My team is
not up to this. This is the brain’s
high-rent district, and it’s close to
the ventricle. Here’s who should
do this—” And as we walked out
of the office, we heard him on
the phone with the neurosurgery
department at UCSF. By the end
of the day, we had an appointment
for the following Monday.
Bill updated his friends that
weekend: “We were graciously
prepared for this setback. Maybe
that is how the many prayers were
already being answered. They
opened lots of doors and allowed
Marty contact with legions of
schedulers, physicians, medical
record keepers, etc. There is a
new call in this development, and we are trying
to find how to proceed. No matter what, God
seems to find us before we get there. Maybe the
old Jesuit motto of ‘finding God in all things’
would better read ‘being found by God in all
things.’ Our horizon is most likely shortened,
but at least this morning it feels more like the
season of Advent rather than Lent. We are
grateful that the approach of grace is coming in
and through you.”
Surgery was scheduled for March 16, a little
over two weeks away. There were classes to
teach, papers to read, grades to turn in. At our
wedding in 1996, a friend toasted us with a
favorite quote. James Joyce wrote it for a

{

We had no
maps for the
country of
medicine,
but we had a
compass for
the valley of
the shadow
of death.
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Life is not a private
investment account
Bill had his second surgery. We spent Holy Week
of 2005 recovering in Los Altos and worshipping in our usual ecumenical style. With the
Catholics we moved through the paschal mysteries; with the Lutherans we sang Jesus out of the
grave. When we weren’t in church, I read aloud

Marilynne Robinson’s Gilead, a luminous novel of
an old pastor’s dying. In a Holy Week update, Bill
boasted of “a string of sea-horse-shaped sutures
and an impressive incision above my left ear from
which I will try to protect the faint of heart.”
He continued: “Life is not a private investment
account where we get back what we paid in;
rather, others give life to us freely, and we pass
that gift on to still others.” He concluded with a
story: “Our neuro-oncologist is a brilliant young
doctor who went to a Jesuit grammar school at
Gesu Parish in inner-city Detroit. He told us that
people change your life, but sometimes institutions do too. This grammar school set him on
the path of his calling. The people who taught
him gave away their formation freely, and now
he’s giving his knowledge and dedication freely to
his patients. He can’t pay back the original debt,
but he pays it forward to people whom the Gesu
community will never meet. Somehow this is a
cameo of the gracious web of life we are all in.”
There was a wonderful freedom in those
last months. Beyond great grief and in its midst
there is a zone of wild abandon. We called it
the “what-the-hell zone.” Our days were filled
with friends and family, dinners and walks. Bill’s
brother Vincent and his wife, Cecily, invited us
to come with them to Puerto Vallarta. We scheduled chemotherapy appointments around the
dates, and our docs signed off. It was a wonderful
trip. We booked a trip to Kauai, again coordinating it with our various doctors and with Vincent
and Cecily. The final seizures came at the end
of that vacation, but not until we’d celebrated
a rousing Fourth of July and watched fireworks
from the beach.
The last illness was not a steady downhill
decline; it was more like dropping off a cliff.
With the help of Bill’s ICU nurse in Kauai, we
made it back to our medical team in Berkeley.
There was a quiet week at home, before Bill’s
condition deteriorated, a decline the doctors
could not arrest. After consulting with his Jesuit
and Spohn families, I opted for palliative care.
On Aug. 3, Bill’s sister Catherine, her husband,
Toby, and I were practicing hymns for the
memorial service. We looked up from “The King
of Love My Shepherd Is,” to see Bill looking at
us. Then he died.
I want Bill to have the last word, and I want
that hymn to be the soundtrack. Bill sent his last

update in May 2005, after the doctors confirmed
the tumor had once again grown back. “We
had the scan Thursday a week ago, then met
with the surgeon the following day at 9 a.m. He
would give us the first read on the scan. We had
to drive into the city during rush hour, so we
read the lessons for the day before tackling the
traffic. The text was John 21:15-19, the passage
where Jesus questions Peter again and again:
‘Do you love me?’ After Peter’s repeated professions of love, Jesus says to him: ‘When you were
younger, you used to fasten your own belt and
to go wherever you wished. But when you grow
old, you will stretch out your hands, and someone else will fasten a belt around you and take
you where you do not wish to go. Follow me.’
“It was hard driving across the Bay Bridge
with that text in our hearts. But we got to the
city early and went up to St. Ignatius Church
on the USF campus. Always we were drawn to
the side chapel and to St. Ignatius’ Suscipe on
the wall. The first part of that prayer is a pretty
accurate description of brain cancer, and that
terrified us both, but the second part offered the
consolation we craved:
Take, Lord, receive all my liberty, my
memory, my understanding, and my
entire will, all that I am and call my own.
You have given it all to me. To you, Lord,
I return it. Everything is yours, do with it
what you will.
Give me only your love and your grace;
that is enough for me.”
Bill wrote his friends that because of that
prayer, “We were ready when the surgeon told
us the tumor had grown back. And we were
ready when he said the chemo had not been
working. We are living inside that prayer. All
things considered, it is not a bad place to be.
“You are a part of this journey more than you
know. The love we experience through you not
only helps us along the way, but is already the
beginning of the abundant
life to come.” SCU
Martha Ellen Stortz is professor
of historical theology and ethics
at Pacific Lutheran Theological
Seminary, part of the Graduate
Theological Union in Berkeley.
She is the author of A World
According to God.
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Into the
Hands of
the Father
The invention of
ministry to the dying

How can we enter into the last
human experience of this earthly
life with the faith, hope, and love?
In the first ministerial plan to help
the dying written in the West, Juan
de Polanco, S.J. set out to answer
that very question.
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BY PAUL FITZGERALD, S.J. ’80

J

udged by our present
standards, the 16th
century was marked by
inadequate pastoral
practice, particularly in
the care for the dying.

Before the Council of Trent (1545-1563),
seminaries did not exist as we know them
today, so both the training and the ministry of
priests were uneven. While there were lots of
clerics (one in seven men in Luther’s Germany
received tonsure), many of them were younger
sons who sought an income and social status
but were not particularly interested in doing
ministry. Certainly among the active clergy
there were some good priests, but there were
also many mediocre ones, and most of these
priests depended heavily on the formal character of the sacraments as channels for God’s
power and comfort to believers.
The best trained ministers were those in religious
orders and congregations, men and women who were
immersed in prayer, study, discussion, and reflection.
Typical monastic care for their own was as follows:
When a monk or nun was known to be near death,
a bell or wooden clapper summoned the community,
who came running to the infirmary reciting aloud the
Credo. Hymns would be sung as the man or woman
made a last formal confession of sin and faith. Then,
in a cloud of incense, the dying person would be borne
to the chapel and laid in a bed of ashes. The seven
penitential psalms, litanies, and the Subvenite (“Come
to his assistance, you saints of God...”) were sung
as the monk or nun expired. When death came, the
Salve Regina would be sung, a practice begun by the
Dominican friars at Sandomir, Poland, as they were
being massacred by the Tatars.
There were similar pastoral applications for the
laity. When it was thought that a person was in the
throes of death, the family would send for a priest. The

parish church bell would be tolled, inviting the people
of the village or neighborhood to join in a liturgical procession. The priest, vested in a cope, would
bring the Blessed Sacrament to the home of the dying
person, accompanied by acolytes bearing a crucifix,
candles, bells, and incense. The dying person would
make an act of contrition and receive viaticum (“with
you on the journey,” the ill person’s final reception of
the Eucharist). Family and friends would also receive
communion. The priest would bless everyone and then
return to the church with the acolytes singing the Te
Deum (an ancient hymn of praise to God). There is
no mention in the rubrics of an extended conversation
between the priest and the patient, nor among those
gathered. Rather, the process was formulaic. And since
it was indeed “extreme unction,” the sight of the priest
and the realization of the reason for the visit may well
have frightened the patient closer to the anticipated
state of death.
This relatively impersonal method of dealing with
death set the stage for an Ignatian innovation.
Juan de Polanco (1517-76) would invent a new
method. He was a wealthy Spaniard from Burgos who,
as a teenager, met Ignatius of Loyola in Paris, while
earning his master’s degree, followed him to Rome to
serve as a clerk to the Vatican, became a Jesuit, and
soon thereafter became Ignatius’ personal secretary
and executive assistant. He aided in drafting the constitution for the Society, worked closely with Ignatius
until the founder’s death in 1556, and he would go on
to serve as secretary to fathers general Diego Laínez
and Francisco Borgia and to organize the Society’s
archives, drawing heavily from them to shape his massive Chronicon, a 4,500-page history of the early Jesuits.
In the year before his own death, Polanco authored
the “Guide for those who help the dying” (Methodus
ad eos adjuvandos qui moriuntur). His purpose was to
instruct other Jesuits who would accompany the dying
so that these might leave this life and enter the next
in peace, friendship, and joy. The Methodus presents a
new, distinctly Jesuit approach to the age-old human
challenge: to enter into the last human experience of
this earthly life with faith, hope, and love.
Ignatian spirituality is a means of gaining intimacy
with God and, at the same time, acquiring both selfknowledge and personal freedom. The first Jesuits
sought to make these graces available to lay people in
every human situation. Even before the official establishment of the Society of Jesus in 1540, the first companions regularly lived and worked in hospitals, caring

“ Tr us t t h at G od is a ct ive, a n d
p r ep ar e y o u r sel f r igor ou sl y t hr ou gh
s t udy , r ef l e ct ion , a n d pr a y er .”
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PRIESTLY PREDISPOSITION
Polanco begins by stressing the significance of this
ministry: “Among all the good works to which the
Religious of the Society dedicate themselves, none
can be reckoned to have greater importance than
that of assisting the sick to make a good death.” To
approach it with proper reverence, Polanco invites
the Jesuit to hold in balance both grace and faith:
“Trust that God is active, and prepare yourself
rigorously through study, reflection, and prayer.”
To keep this balance, the Jesuit must pray for true
humility, recognizing his own weakness, doubting
all his own capacities, and placing all his hopes in
God, so that he may contribute to the salvation of
the dying. He should meet people exactly where
they are, considering them—in whatever state they
may be—as images of God and members of Jesus
Christ. His speech should be simple, gentle, honest, and affectionate. He ought not to speak as if
he were instructing the dying; rather, he should
encourage them to recall God’s goodness and to
rally their faith. He should avoid boring the patient
with talk about useless things. Should he pose questions to the patient, he ought to listen attentively
and remember everything that the dying person
says, and with tenderness, seek to gain his confidence in order to dispose the patient to a good
death. Finally, Polanco frames his method with the
typical Jesuit adaptability: “We would only caution
the priest to use this work with prudence, paying
attention to the circumstances of place, time and
persons, for one doesn’t speak in the same manner to all persons whom one would prepare for
a Christian death. It is necessary to choose those
things that are more moving to
each person, providing hope, reverence or consolation, depending
on what is most apt for their salvation.” In the chapters that follow,
Polanco lays out a pastoral plan to
assist the patient to a state of grace.

A NEW STRUCTURE
Polanco started with existing pastoral practice: sacraments
of confession, extreme unction, and viaticum should be
given at the appropriate time, apt Gospel passages should
be read, and the customary prayers for the dying should
be recited. Upon this old foundation, Polanco then built a
new structure:

1

If death is certain but not imminent, the priest
should begin a spiritual conversation that could
be developed over the course of several visits. The
patient should be told the truth about his medical condition and invited to turn his attention and his energies
toward God, “who loves him with an infinite love, and
being all-powerful will either give him back his health (if
this be necessary for his salvation) or the means necessary
for a happy eternity.”

2

If death is near, the priest should hear the patient’s
confession during the first visit. But if the patient
has some days left, he should be given the time to
examine his conscience and reflect back upon his life. The
patient should be encouraged to make a general confession, to gain true peace of heart about his status in God’s
eyes, and to see the patterns of grace in his life. The priest
should not frighten the patient with talk of Hell but rather
encourage his contrition by contemplating the goodness
of God and of creation. After having given him sufficient
time to come to contrition, the Priest should try to elicit
his hope and to kindle his love by absolving him and telling
him that God forgets all his sins, for His mercy is infinite.

3

The priest should help the patient to leave this life
in right relationship not only with God but also
with all human beings. If the patient has ill-gotten
goods, these should be returned to the rightful owner. If
he damaged the reputation of another through calumny,
he should remedy this by letting the truth be known. If
the patient had some public feud, he must drop it, and,
if possible, meet with his enemy and make peace. If the
feud was quite public, then the reconciliation, if possible, should also be public in order to remove the scandal to which it gave rise. If the patient had incurred an
excommunication and was at odds with the Church, the
Confessor should lead him through the penitential process
so that communion could be restored. In short, the priest
should do everything to help the patient
to a state of peace that is animated and
sustained by charity. The confession completed, the patient should prepare himself
by acts of faith, hope, and charity—and,
most especially, by a profound humility—
for the last reception of the Eucharist.

“ T e ll hi m tha t
God f or g e ts a ll
hi s si n s, f or H i s
me r cy i s i n f i n i te . ”
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4

F ac e t h e f inal
m y s t er y o f
deat h s h o ul der
t o s h o ul der .

Now in a state of grace, the patient
should consider practical details surrounding his death, e.g., the financial support of his family and the disposition of his temporal goods. The patient’s
first concern should be for spouse,
children, and wards. These should all be
provided for financially. If the patient has
employees who are owed a pension, let them be treated
according to justice and charity. The patient should be
asked where he wishes to be buried, in case arrangements
have not yet been made. Polanco urges the priest to suggest the removal from the funeral of all superfluous pomp,
“which contributes nothing to the salvation of one’s soul,”
and “persuading him that a Christian should be buried in
a humble and modest manner.” He should dispose of his
goods by means of a fair will, being sure to settle all his
debts. If he has sufficient wealth to make some pious gifts,
the priest may help him to purify his intention, for good
works should flow not from fear but rather from love. If
he should found a hospital, a monastery, or some similar
thing that will pass on to posterity, let him not make this
foundation out of pride, that all should later speak of his
magnificence, but rather out of love for God. And while
there is real virtue in founding convents and hospitals, the
needs of the poor may be so great that it would be better
to help them through direct alms. Since the Jesuit should
have no spirit of avarice, he should not be present while
the patient makes out his will, for fear that by his presence he may seem to be asking for something. Let him
merely give him advice, should the legator ask, and then
withdraw. The patient should choose as executor of his
testament capable and reliable persons, in whom he has
confidence that they will faithfully support the interests of
his family.

5

Practical details settled, the priest enters into a
deepened spiritual conversation with the patient. In
what could stretch out over several visits, the priest
guides the patient through the difficult passages that lead,
finally, to a peaceful and holy death. Polanco dedicates
chapters to particular challenges: helping one who fears
to die because of a too strong attachment to life, who has
attachments to worldly goods, who is impatient, who is
tempted to renounce the faith, who doubts mercy, who
has thoughts of despair, or who has too much confidence
and presumes salvation. There are chapters with advice
for especially difficult situations: for a patient who has use
of reason and speech but will die soon, or for patients who
have reason but are blocked psychologically, emotionally,
or spiritually from facing death squarely. In each of these
cases, the priest is to lead the person through meditations
on God’s grace and goodness, drawn from the Gospels, to

an intimate knowledge of Jesus, a deep
and trusting friendship with Him, and
a final imitation of Jesus’ self-abandonment into the hands of His Father.

6

As the conversation between Jesuit
and the patient arrives, finally,
at the paschal mystery, there is a
marked shift in their relationship. Up until this point,
Polanco directed the priest to refer to the patient with
tender affection as “my son.” As they face the final mystery of death, and as the patient turns, as it were, to stand
shoulder to shoulder with the Jesuit, facing the Cross, the
Jesuit is henceforth to refer to him as “my brother,” for in
Christ, as in death, all are equal.

7

Polanco instructs the Jesuit to care as well for the
family members and friends of the patient. They
should pray for the patient and support him with
their love. In addition to offering them the support of the
sacraments, he should help them to meditate on death and
to see the death of their beloved as an integral part of the
common human journey of faith into the mystery of God.
Too, he should ask them to consider how they will go on
with their lives, and he shall invite them to live in right
relationship with all persons and with God, so that when
they some day approach death, they too will be able to do
so peacefully and with confidence.
Polanco’s efforts to systematize care for the dying contributed greatly to subsequent advances in this important
work. In the intervening centuries, knowledge about the
process of dying, and both spiritual and psychological
assistance to those who are dying, has advanced greatly.
Elisabeth Kübler-Ross’ work on the stages of dying is a
fine example of the former, and the modern hospice movement’s holistic care for the terminally ill and their families
is a fine example of the latter. Polanco founded this modern practice of care by means of an ingenious adaptation of
Ignatian spirituality to the special case of the dying.
First, the patient looks at sin and suffering honestly,
and in freedom, accepts forgiveness and comes to a state
of grace. Then, in a series of meditations and conversations, the patient reaffirms a deep and abiding friendship
with Christ. Next, the patient (and the spiritual director) come to the Cross and experience
it as liberating. This, finally, brings
the patient to the final graces of the
Exercises—the joyful abandonment
of self into the arms of God, praying,
“Take Lord, receive, all my liberty, all I
have and possess, my entire self...” SCU

PHOTO: CHARLES BARRY

for the dying in body and soul. In 1575, Polanco
systematized the collective experiences of the early
Jesuits in what is likely the first guidebook on the
spiritual accompaniment of the dying in the West.
The first chapter contains spiritual advice to priests
about their internal disposition. The final chapter
relates pastoral advice about care for the family of
the one who is dying. The intervening chapters
map out an approach and apply it to various—and
sometimes difficult—cases.

—Paul Fitzgerald, S.J. ’80 is on the faculty of the
department of religious studies and is an associate
dean in the College of Arts and Sciences at SCU.
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Buddies on
campus: John
M. Sobrato, left,
and John Nanziati
after the
operation.

SCU business school graduate, and the family has supported the University through personal involvement
and financial generosity for years.
As roommates, Nunziati and Sobrato also learned
more mundane lessons, such as how to cook. Then
came lessons on how to be husbands and fathers—
Sobrato wed Abby Dorsa ’83 in 1987 (they were first
introduced by Nunziati), and Nunziati wed Berkeley
grad Nancy Geissinger in 1988. But it was also during their student days, in 1982, that Sobrato was
diagnosed with focal segmental glomerulosclerosis,
or FSGS. It is a kidney disease for which there is no
known cause and no real cure, though steroids can
sometimes induce remission.
Most people are born with a pair of kidneys;
the organs’ job is to filter waste from
Bonds of friendship
the blood. The filtering itself is done by a
formed at Santa Clara million nephrons, each of which contains
a glomerulus, or filter, as well as a tubule,
have kept two former
which carries away waste fluid. Some 800
roommates close for
pints of blood pass through the kidneys
arly on
every day.
decades. And now
a warm
With FSGS, the glomeruli in both kidevening in
they’ve saved a life.
neys begin scarring over, reducing kidney
August, two
function to the point of failure—which may
longtime
come quickly, within a couple years, or only
friends are back on campus
after decades. Patients experience fatigue, nausea, and
for a short visit, then they head to a local watering
swelling. Along the way, symptoms that Sobrato had
hole for old time’s sake. John and John, both Class of
to treat were anemia, high blood pressure, and high
’83, lived in Dunne Hall their sophomore year, they
cholesterol. In some cases, progression can be slowed
roomed together after college, and they were best
with ACE inhibitors, steroids, or drugs such as
men at one another’s weddings. They’ve raised famicyclosporin. But Jane Tan, a nephrologist at Stanford
lies together, and they just returned from a weekend
Hospital who worked with Sobrato, warns that you
of waterskiing at Lake Beryessa.
cannot cure FSGS. “What you’re doing is trying to
On this trip, though, neither one of them was out
slow down the progression,” she says. According to
behind the boat. Doctor’s orders: no strenuous physithe National Institutes of Health, half of patients with
cal activity. Because not three months prior, they both
FSGS eventually require kidney dialysis or transplant.
lay in the hospital, having their abdomens sliced open
For Sobrato, the progression of FSGS was slow
for a two-part operation: John Nunziati was donating
for 15 years. But in the late 1990s, his kidneys began
a kidney to John Michael Sobrato.
to deteriorate, to the point last year where they had
lost nearly 90 percent of their function. The choices
A million scars
he faced: Begin dialysis and wait for a kidney from a
Nunziati and Sobrato carry themselves with the ease
deceased donor, or have what’s known as a preempof buddies who have stayed close over the decades.
tive transplant with a living donor.
They’re both broad-shouldered men who move with
Some 67,000 people are waiting for kidney transan athletic energy. In their college years and after, they
plants in the United States; 15,000 transplants are
learned, together, about living life, as Sobrato puts
performed each year, with 60 percent of these kidit—meaning, how to put into play the educational ideneys from deceased donors. Average waiting time
als of competence, conscience, and compassion. These
for a transplant from a deceased donor is four to six
were ideals familiar to both men when they came to
years, though the wait time varies by region. And
Santa Clara. Nunziati grew up a member of Holy
California, notes Stephan Busque, the surgeon at
Family Parish in San Jose, and his father is an alumnus
Stanford who performed the transplant on Sobrato,
of USF. Sobrato’s father, John A. Sobrato ’60, is an

E
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This gift
Before the operation, Nunziati and Sobrato went
through months of testing. John and Nancy Nunziati
discussed the risks of whether their children were to
need a donation in the future. And they spent time
with daughter Tracy, 13, and son John Andrew, 10,
talking about the risks of John going through surgery. The operation was scheduled for May 31—just
after Jeff Sobrato graduated from high school.
Kidney transplants have been performed for
decades, but it was only in 1995 that the first laparoscopic live-donor nephrectomy was performed.
Instead of slicing through three layers of muscle in the
donor’s side, with this technique the surgeon makes an
incision of 3 to 4 inches over the abdomen, with three
smaller incisions for surgical instruments, and the
body cavity is inflated with an inert gas to allow access
to the kidney. For the first half of the transplant,
Nunziati was in surgery most of the morning. That
afternoon, they made a small incision in Sobrato’s
groin and attached the new kidney to an artery and
vein. The old kidneys shut down on their own.
Three days after the operation, Nunziati was
discharged from the hospital—in time to make it to
his son’s Little League game. Four days after the
operation, Sobrato went home, too.
Nunziati and Sobrato speak about their health
the same way a lot of men in their 40s do: You’re not
as young as you once were, watch your diet. Nunziati
learned that one out of 750 men in the United States
goes his entire life with only one kidney, and many
never even know it. But he’s nixed contact sports

PHOTO: COUR
TESY OF JOHN
SO

BY STEVEN BOYD SAUM

has “one of the longest waiting times in the country.”
While deceased donors give two kidneys, there are
now more living than deceased donors. Better public
understanding and advances in surgical technique in
the past decade have minimized the size of the incision in the donor, which means less pain and quicker
recovery. But surgical technique can’t overcome the
hurdle of compatibility.
For living donors, surgeons first look to immediate family. There has to be a match in blood type, and
then a tissue cross-match to ensure that the recipient doesn’t have antibodies against the donor. For
Sobrato, a donation from his wife or his sisters turned
out not to be an option because they were the wrong
blood type. His parents were too old; his sons—Jeff
and John, both in their teens—were too young to be
faced with such a decision.
In August last year, Abby Sobrato sent out a note
to friends updating them on her husband’s declining
health. Nunziati read the e-mail with concern, and he
responded with a suggestion: What if he got tested to
see if he would be a compatible donor? “If you’re a
good swimmer and your friend is drowning,” he says,
“you’re going to jump in and try to help him.” Others
offered to help, as well.

from here on out, just
to be safe.
Sobrato has the
responsibility of maintaining a regimen of
two immuno-suppressants for the rest of
his life. “Your body
will reject the kidney
without medication,”
he says.
Improvements in drugs mean acute rejection of donated kidneys is no longer the problem it
once was. Looking 20 years out, the graft survival is
50 percent. “The problem down the road is that the
disease could come back,” Busque says. Transplanted
kidneys are also more sensitive to aging, which is a
problem research is trying to tackle now.
Sobrato is hopeful that his new kidney will last
well beyond 20 years—and that developments in
technology may lead to viable artificial kidneys or
other advances. Busque cautions that artificial kidneys are likely many years away, but he notes that
researchers are also seeking ways to improve dialysis.
John and John were both back at work this summer. Nunziati took three weeks off before returning to work in the finance organization at Applied
Materials. Though
Sobrato felt fine within
a few weeks, he followed doctor’s orders
and stayed out of the
office for nearly two
months. “With this
gift,” he says. “I didn’t
want to look back and
say, ‘If only I hadn’t
rushed things.’”
As general partner
of Sobrato Development
Companies, Sobrato manages day-to-day operations
of the company. He also spends about a third of his
time in the nonprofit community, including as a
trustee for the Sobrato Family Foundation, Bellarmine
College Preparatory School, and other organizations.
“We have an obligation,” Sobrato says, “especially
someone like myself whose family has been very
successful, to give back, to help those less fortunate
through financial support and through advocacy for
social justice on their behalf.” He and Abby both serve
on the Board of Regents at Santa Clara—and their son
Jeff enrolled as a freshman this fall, making him the
third generation of the family to attend the University.
Nunziati uses the word obligation, as well, when
he speaks of saving his friend’s life. “It was not an
imposition or sacrifice,” he explains. “It was the
right thing to do.”

Tuxes, grins, and
a flower on John
Sobrato’s lapel for
his wedding day.
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Learning to Live. Again.

Compadres con
margaritas—
and a message.
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Arrupe
Partnerships

[ SPECIAL CAMPAIGN SECTION ]

Supporting our mission,
transforming lives

Celebrating 20 Years of
Community-based Learning
It’s not so much a physical space, or
even a campus program, as it is a
diverse group of people connecting
to learn through interaction, study,
and reflection.

Building our future

PHOTO: CHARLES BARRY

Speaking a new
language: An SCU
student leads an English
language conversation
group at the John XXIII
Multi-service Center in
San Jose.

PHOTO: CHARLES BARRY

T

wenty years ago, three Jesuits from Santa Clara set out to form
partnerships that would allow the University and the community
to learn from one another. The metaphoric bridge had a physical
dimension, as well: In launching what they named the Eastside
Project, Frs. Stephen J. Privett, Gerdenio “Sonny” Manuel, and
Dan Germann took up residence in Most Holy Trinity parish in San Jose’s
east side, so that they could both learn from and participate in the community around them. The University itself was “deprived,” the founders argued,
because it was generally isolated from the marginalized and the poor. And in
order to understand the universal human experience, the University had a lot
to learn from those often excluded from participation
in economic, social, and political life.
Now known as the Arrupe Partnerships, the program was renamed in honor of Pedro Arrupe, S.J.,
former Superior General of the Jesuit Community,
and is part of the Ignatian Center for Jesuit
Education. Each year, approximately 1,200 Santa
Clara undergraduates participate in
the opportunities in communitybased learning that the center offers,
both at home and abroad. And more
than 40 percent of the Class of 2005
participated in community placements, taking advantage of internships and summer fellowships—from Estrella Family Services in San Jose to Mother
Teresa’s Sisters of Charity in Calcutta, from working with the
homeless through InnVision to an environmental justice program in Ghana.
While the programs have grown tremendously, the
essential motivation remains: Experience will more likely
lead us into new ways of thinking, rather than thinking lead
us into new ways of acting. That is true for both scholars
and students, and for community partners.
“Knowledge is not just something to find in a textbook on campus,” says
Laurie Laird ’87, who, as associate director of the Ignatian Center, supervises
Arrupe Partnerships. At the same time, she says, “There is solidarity—that
mutual benefit.” She cites high school students who, through working with
Santa Clara students, for the first time imagine that college is a possibility for
them, too. It’s just one example of the thousands of lives the program
has affected. SCU

Color my world: The
Arrupe partnerships
brought SCU students
together with pupils
at Gardner Academy
Elementary in San Jose
to collaborate on a
mural project.

What are the boundaries of your reality? SCU
student Bruce Martinez
talks with children during an immersion trip to
Guarjila, El Salvador in
spring 2001.

www.scu.edu/ignatiancenter/arrupe
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www.scu.edu/campaign
a
ven before demolition of the Orradre Library building
was complete, this summer workers began pouring the
foundation for the new Learning Commons and Library.
Steel beams will soon be rising to frame the building that
will be the new actual and symbolic center of the University.
Building a new library was identified as a key capital
project several years ago, when it became clear how much
had changed about the way students study, research, and
work collaboratively. “At a commons, students and people
gather together to exchange ideas, to learn, to have coffee, to enjoy each other’s company,” said President Paul
Locatelli, S.J., during his speech at the June 14 groundbreaking ceremony. “They are learning together, not alone.”
The Claw at work. You can follow the progress of construction at
During the two-year construction process, SCU will lack
www.scu.edu/newlibrary with pictures and updates from Chief
only a centralized, physical library building. All services and
Information Officer Ron Davidson’s blog.
resources have been relocated. Library staff have moved
to several locations across campus, including the Leavey
The University wanted to create a way for more people to
Center and the modular Interim Library, located near Buck
take part in the Campaign, to meet the final goal of 50 perShaw Stadium. The Interim Library was open for business
cent alumni participation, but also a way to recognize their
at the end of June, and students wasted no time
contributions. As part of the new landscape plan,
settling in.
the walkways outside the new Commons and
The University collections were moved
Library will be tiled with paver stones of
to the ARS, where they remain accessible
several different sizes, surrounding benches,
to students, staff, and faculty through the
tables, and welcoming outdoor spaces.
automated retrieval technology. This fall,
Individuals can sponsor a paver for as
Purchase a
the ground floor of Nobili Hall opened
little as $250, with proceeds going to the
commemorative paver
for use with study halls and computer
library campaign construction fund. Every
What message will you set in
resources.
paver stone allows the donor to personalize
stone for future SCU students?
an inscription, such as a personal message,
Pricing and order options are
...one step at a time
a family name, or a memorial for someone
available at www.scu.edu/
Although construction is under way, fundspecial.
librarycampaign.
raising for the new library is still active
“It’s a good deal, for a good cause,” said
and a major priority. As the Campaign for
Marty Sammon ’56, MBA ’63. His was one
Make a donation to the
Santa Clara University comes to an end,
of the first orders for a paver; it will read
Campaign for Santa Clara
meeting the goals for capital projects is
“Sammon Family, 56, 63, 82, 83” for himThe campaign ends Dec. 31,
critical. Although there have been several
self and his two daughters, also Santa Clara
after three very successful
significant gifts to the new library, indigraduates.
years. During that time, more
vidual participation in the Campaign has
than 25,000 people have
By the beginning of November, more
made gifts or pledges, totalbeen equally important. To date, alumni
than 250 pavers had been purchased and
ing almost $400 million. The
and individual gifts amount to almost half
personalized.
University is very grateful for
the total amount raised.
every dollar and every donation. Make your gift online
today at www.scu.edu/giving/
onlinegiving.cfm.
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Join Alumni For Others—in New Orleans

2

competence, conscience,
and compassion—with
our mission as an association—to create lifelong
relationships between
the University and its
alumni. To help strengthen
that bridge, in 1993 Dan
Germann, S.J., started what
is now known as the Alumni
For Others (AFO) program.
And for 13 years, AFO has
been promoting community
service projects and opportunities
for prayerful reflection to our alumni.
This year, in recognition of 125
years as an association, the Jubilee year,
and the ongoing need for post-Katrina
assistance, AFO is organizing our first
alumni immersion trip. Our destination: New Orleans. We are inviting all
interested alumni and their families
(volunteers must be over 18 years of
age) to join us from Dec. 28 through
Jan. 3 in working with Helping Hands,
a volunteer program of Catholic
Charities of New Orleans, to assist
members of the community in reoccupying their homes.

Learning, building, reflecting
PHOTO: CHARLES BARRY

In 1993, Dan Germann, S.J., founded the
program now known as Alumni For Others.
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006 has been a special year for
Santa Clara University. In addition
to marking the 125th anniversary of
the Alumni Association, this is also a
Jubilee year for the Jesuit community,
which celebrates the Society of Jesus
founders by honoring the 500 years
since Francisco Xavier and Pierre
Favre were born, and the 450 years
since the death of Ignatius Loyola.
On a more somber note, it has also
been more than a year since Hurricane
Katrina hit the Gulf Coast and, in
response, the University welcomed
46 students from the greater New
Orleans area to our campus. Most of
those students have gone back to their
respective schools, but many families
and area residents are still struggling to
return home.
Our Jesuit heritage encourages us
to be men and women “for others”—to
develop and nurture our own gifts and
talents so that we may assist those in
our society who are in need of compassion, friendship, and support. As
an alumni association, we are always
striving to bridge our Jesuit mission
as a University—to educate leaders of

The immersion experience will consist
of three key elements:
a. Touring New Orleans with
a local resident to hear first-hand
evacuation stories and witness
the devastation still visible more
than a year later.
b. Hands-on work in the community.
We may be doing demolition
or rebuilding, depending on what
is needed at the time.
c. Communal reflection on shared
experiences.

Undergraduate Alumni
Undergraduate Alumni

SCU alumni work together on the San Diego
Habitat for Humanity project, rebuilding
homes on an Indian reservation hit by a fire.

I am extremely proud of the
Alumni For Others program and am
thrilled we are able to offer an alumni
immersion experience. I am also
grateful that, through the efforts of
our Santa Clara family, we will have
the opportunity to directly help fellow Americans who are desperately
trying to preserve their homes and
their dignity.
If you are interested in joining
us, please visit http://www.scu.edu/
alumni/involved/service.cfm, or contact Mary Modeste Smoker ’81 in the
Alumni Office at msmoker@scu.edu or
408-554-5120.
As Alumni For Others, we really
can make a difference.
Go Broncos!

Gerald DeNardo M.D. is
professor emeritus of

79

Michael Bogert has
been named Counselor

20-year

87

reunion
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internal medicine, radiology,

to the Secretary of the U.S.

and pathology at the University

Department of the Interior.

of California, Davis. In May he

He previously served as

spoke about recent advances

Environmental Protection

in radioimmunotherapy at the

Agency northwest regional

25th annual Philip M. Johnson

administrator, based in Seattle,

Memorial Lecture at the New

since August 2005, when he

York Academy of Medicine sec-

was appointed by President

tion on nuclear medicine at

Bush. Prior to that, for more

Columbia University College

than five years he served as

of Physicians and Surgeons,

counsel to the governor of

89

Department of Radiology.

Idaho; and he served as chief

as the only theater radi-

deputy legal affairs secretary

ologist in Operation Enduring

for California Governor Pete

Freedom. He is attached to

Wilson.

the 14th Combat Support

75

The California Society
of Certified Public

Accountants elected Marc
Parkinson chair for its 2006-07
membership year. Since 2000,

25-year

82

87

Margarita Barcelo
earned tenure and

was promoted to associate
professor at the Metropolitan
State College of Denver. She
teaches in the departments of

M AY 18 - 2 0, 2 0 0 7

he has been the managing

Women’s Studies.
Carl Decker recently
served in Afghanistan

at Ft. Benning, Ga. The Afghan
hospital in which he served
treated Afghan civilians, Afghan

Petrinovich, Pugh & Co. LLP,

83

where he has worked since

at Genentech in San Francisco.

1979. Previously he was with

He will be responsible for

Price Waterhouse & Co. A mem-

accounting and reporting,

ber of SCU’s Board of Fellows,

financial services, collabora-

Marc also serves on the board

tions finance, and tax. He

of advisors and the invest-

joined Genentech in 2003

ment committee at Sisters of

as director of collaborations

90

the Holy Names; the board

finance. Prior to that, Robert

been elected president of the

of trustees for Presentation

was chief operating officer

San Joaquin Chapter of the

High School, San Jose; and as

and chief financial officer at

California Society of Certified

president of the Men’s Club at

HopeLink Corp., and he previ-

Public Accountants for 2006-07.

Bellarmine College Preparatory,

ously was an audit partner with

A resident of Linden, Mark is a

from which his son recently

KPMG.

shareholder in the firm of Croce

partner of San Jose-based

graduated.

Robert Andreatta was
promoted to controller

tation, income tax planning
and compliance, estate planning, and other services to businesses and individuals. Prior to
joining Croce & Co., Mark was
a senior accountant for Ernst &
Young in San Jose.

English, Chicana/o Studies, and

Hospital, which is stationed
reunion

corporation that provides attes-

National Army soldiers, and

15-year

92

reunion
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92

Patty (Del Santo)
Sackinsky and her

husband, Brian, welcomed son
Benjamin Michael into the
world on June 28. Benjamin
joins siblings Maggie, 7, Mary
Kate, 4, and Thomas, 1. They live
in Shrewsbury, Mass., where
Patty is a stay-at-home mom.

U.S. soldiers. His clinic provided

93

imaging services such as X-rays,

self-designed undergraduate

CT, and ultrasound. He returned

major in marketing and com-

to Ft. Benning in July following

munications, Chris Turner has

a sixth-month rotation.

been working in broadcast

Mark J. Croce, a CPA
in Stockton, has

& Co., a Stockton accountancy

Since graduating from
SCU in 1993 with a

television in the Bay Area. He is
a producer and the on-air host
of a new series on Fine Living
Network, “Taste for Adventure,”
which launched over Labor Day
weekend. The outdoor adventure
travel show puts an emphasis on
global cuisine, conservation, history, and culture.

Kathryn Kale ’86
Executive Director, Alumni Association
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her husband, Brian, welcomed

99

06

89

twin daughters Charley and

specialist for Cooley Godward

Guzman were married at

sor of marketing at Utah State

Kate to the world in October

LLP, which provides litiga-

Mission Santa Clara on July 29.

University. His research on

2005. The family lives in Orange

tion and business transaction

Groomsmen included Miguel

“green marketing myopia” was

County.

services to private and public

Guzman ’00 and Juan Carlos

recently profiled in the New

companies across all major

Guzman ’04. Bridesmaids

York Times Magazine.

technology fields and a wide

included Christina Morales ’01

variety of industries.

and Andrea Friaz-Gallardo ’05.

C L A R A

U N I V E R S I T Y

President’s
Speaker
Series
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John Bankovitch and
his wife, Melyssa, wel-

Linda (Kotzot) Cleary is
firm-wide marketing

comed their second daughter,

Engaging
people and
ideas that
shape our
world.

Reza Aslan

January 17, 2007

A conversation with Reza Aslan,
1995 SCU religious studies
alumnus; national commentator
on Islamic issues for CNN, the New
York Times, and other news outlets; and
author of No god but God: The Origins,
Evolution and Future of Islam.

Tessa Starr, on May 14 in San

Abby Fake and Mike Hammel

Francisco. She joins big sis-

were married on June 19,

ter Olyvia in the family’s San

2005, at Mission Santa Clara.

Francisco home.

The wedding party included

95

Jenny (Surber) Gershon, Emily

February 13, 2007

A conversation with and reading by Khaled Hosseini with a book
signing to follow. Hosseini is a 1998 SCU biology alumnus and
author of the number-one best-selling novel, The Kite Runner.

Ayaan Hirsi Ali

Jules Daly, Andrew Dominik, and Ron Hansen
May 10, 2007

Rouge law office, where she
represents employers in all

McGraw-Hill.

aspects of labor and employment law. She started her

—Anne Federwisch

student and Cristina is a nursing

the San Francisco Theological

student at St. Louis University.

Seminary in May with a doctor
of ministry degree.

Graduate
Mark Hurtubise M.A.

Peggy (Fake) ’85 and Jimmy

is president and chief

development at Knox College in

big brother Ryan, 3, at their

79

Monreal ’85, Tom Kelley ’95,

executive officer of Foundation

Galesburg, Ill., has been selected

home in Delmar, N.Y.

Jenny Hammel ’97, Mike Fake

Northwest, a community

as the 2006 Outstanding Senior

96

’98, Matthew Fake ’03, Donna

foundation that serves east-

Student Affairs Officer by the

(Kudrna) and Tim Clements,

ern Washington and northern

Latino Knowledge Community

Leslie (Green) and Mike Decina,

Idaho. Mark previously was

of the National Association

Jen (Kortes) and Randy Jones,

president of Argosy University

of Student Personnel

Andy Freiburghouse, Scott

in Seattle, Mount Marty College

Administrators. Xavier has

Yancey, and Danny Mezger. The

in South Dakota, and Sierra

been the senior student affairs

newlyweds honeymooned in

Nevada College in Lake Tahoe.

administrator at Knox since

has taught junior high school
math in Kirkland, Wash. He and
his wife and children recently
teaches seventh-grade math
and science, and where his

Jamaica and live in San Diego.

wife plans to open a medical
practice.

5-year
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10-year

97
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John “Jack” Cuddy married Christina Rohla

on May 6 in Arroyo Grande,

02

Hayley Fullerton and
Matthew Servatius

were married on May 13 in Our
Lady of Tahoe Catholic Church,
Zephyr Cove, Lake Tahoe, with
a dinner/dance reception at

moon to St. Lucia in the Lesser

All events at 7:30 p.m. in the Mayer Theatre.
Suggested donation: $20. $60 for series. No reserved seating.
Students free.

Kavanagh ’03.

Antilles. Hayley and Matt live in

dean of students and

1998. He earned a bachelor’s

81

Elena J. Agostino MBA

degree from the University of

retired from Applied

Oregon and a master’s degree

Materials Inc. and is now a

at SCU, and is pursuing a doc-

volunteer for various nonprofit

torate at the University of San

organizations.

Francisco. He also is a Fulbright

The wedding party included
Ricardo Martinez, and other
alumni in attendance included

the Edgewood Country Club at
water’s edge. The couple left
immediately on their honey-

Palo Alto, where they have purchased their first home.

82

Joseph Cavanagh M.S.
is having his second

book, Sequential Logic: Analysis

Scholar and has studied at
Harvard University’s Institute for
Higher Education.

Press. He previously authored

96

Digital Computer Arithmetic:

McGlinchey Stafford’s Baton

and Synthesis, published by CRC

83

William J. Monahan J.D.
was elected judge of the

Santa Clara County Superior
Court. He received more than 51
percent of the vote in a threeperson race. His term will start
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graduated from the

(Vitorino) ’82 and Dan Fake ’82,

Calif. Tony Sauer, S.J., officiated.

www.scu.edu/speakerseries

Design and Implementation,

Mark is a second-year medical

Graduate Theological Union at

Rev. Basil G. Royston

Daniel on Nov. 12, 2005. He joins

years, Mark Beering

New Director of Campus
Ministry Jack Treacy, S.J. ’77 is
here to build relationships

which was published by

The couple lives in St. Louis, where

92

vice president for student

For the past two

Welcome Back, Jack

In a word, the office of John “Jack” Treacy,
S.J. ’77, the new director of campus ministry,
is welcoming. The sentiment is not accidental. Karibu, proclaims the carved wooden
sign on his wall—Swahili for “you are
welcome.” Framed photos spill over onto every horizontal surface,
offering a pictorial essay of the many people he’s befriended and
the varied roles he’s played, from a first-grade junior altar boy at his
sister’s First Communion to Jesuit.
The soft-spoken priest with a sharp wit and easy smile talks
about his life in terms of the people he has met, the friends he has
made. Treacy is an attentive listener, and he considers questions
carefully before responding. When he does speak, it is with an
enthusiasm that reflects his passion for life, people, and purpose. He
punctuates his speech with fluid hand gestures, often pointing out
specific individuals in the photos adorning his office as he speaks.
Though in hindsight his priesthood may seem inevitable, his
road from altar boy to Jesuit was never certain. “I had sort of done
my rebellious piece in high school,” he says, and laughs. “I mean,
I had no idea of becoming a Jesuit when I came to Santa Clara.”
Though he began contemplating the idea of a vocation while a history major at SCU, he did not enter the novitiate until a year after
graduating. Instead, in 1977 he parlayed his penchant for travel and
skill speaking Italian into a job travelling the world as a flight attendant for Pan Am. But after a year, he took his life in a new direction.
“I had been speaking with Fr. Jim Torrens for a few years. I finally
called him and said that I was ready to apply. I was absolutely open:
Maybe this is for me, maybe this isn’t, I thought. Otherwise, I could
always go to law school,” he recalls. “That was 28 years ago.”
In his journey back to SCU, the affable priest has worked as a
campus minister, a retreat director, an associate pastor, and most
recently as rector of the Jesuit Community at the University of San
Francisco. “I’m very grateful for the way my life has unfolded, the
different opportunities I’ve had. As a Jesuit, I’ve worked in Mexico,
Taiwan, Kenya, and the United States. I love being a priest in whatever setting I find myself,” he says.
As Treacy embarks on his newest assignment, he hopes to build
on the deserved reputation of the campus ministry program as
welcoming and inclusive. He plans to focus on continuing to foster
student leadership and on developing more ecumenical, interfaith
outreach.
“I thrive on building relationships, which I think helps in campus
ministry,” he says. “A big part of what we’re doing here on Jesuit
campuses is helping young people discover within themselves their
God-given desires to live lives of integrity and lives of service.”

Guests included Marie

Somervell, and Taylor Tanimoto.

Jules Daly and Andrew Dominik, the producer and director
of the film “The Assassination of Jesse James by the
Coward Robert Ford,” will join in conversation with Ron
Hansen M.A. ’95, SCU professor of English and author of the
novel of the same title, the basis for the Warner Bros. film starring Brad Pitt, which is to be released this winter.

For more information, call 408-554-4400.

is an associate profes-

band, John, welcomed son Eric

Metcalf and her hus-

April 19, 2007

A conversation with Ayaan Hirsi Ali, author of The Caged
Virgin: An Emancipation Proclamation for Women and
Islam and of the screenplay for “Submission,” a film exploring the issue of Muslim women and violence.

Cristina Burciaga

Edwin Stafford MBA
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MaryElizabeth (Plaine)

moved to Salinas, where he

Khaled Hosseini

Mark Alan Fierro and
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in January.

Melissa M. Mulkey
J.D. is a member in

career practicing with a law
firm in Philadelphia and Los

EXCLUSIVES

Angeles. She is licensed to prac-

On the Web

tice law in California, Louisiana,

Visit www.santaclaramagazine.com for
Q&A with Jack Treacy, S.J. ’77.

Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
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Fight it as long
as you can
Roy Mytinger ’81 and
the battle against ALS
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assistant, Al Ruffo. He graduated

coast of China as an advisor
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He was an active fund-raiser, an
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to the Chinese 1st Field Army,
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Newfoundland, Canada native

Theodore A. “Ted”
Dallas, July 6. A native

was raised in Butte, Mont.,

Frederick Edward Partmann

in 1964. In 1972 he met Annette

with the Pioneers of Clovis,

and Santa Monica. He was

Jr., June 7. The Burlingame

in the Pentagon in the office

When Roy Mytinger ’81 found out five years
ago that he had amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS), the civil engineering alumnus could
have taken his doctor’s advice to get his
affairs in order, then waited the predicted one
to four years to die. But he didn’t.
“You can take it two ways. You either let yourself go, or you do
what you can to fight it as long as you can,” he said in an interview
this summer. He made a conscious decision to “just enjoy life as best I
can, rather than just sit around feeling sorry for myself.”
Before his diagnosis, the Rhode Island native had heard of ALS, also
known as Lou Gehrig’s Disease, but he hadn’t given it much thought.
Now he cites statistics—that every 90 minutes of every day, an
American is diagnosed with the disease—and looks the hard facts in
the face: The disease has no identifiable cause or cure.
Despite Mytinger’s efforts to control his symptoms through nutrition and medication, ALS has progressively robbed his motor neurons
of their ability to send signals from his brain and spinal cord to his
muscles. He has lost voluntary control over his movements. He can no
longer walk, has limited use of his arms, and his voice is failing.
Yet he has met the challenges head-on. When his legs became paralyzed, he began using a wheelchair. He switched his season tickets to
the Anaheim Ducks to the wheelchair-accessible section.
When he could no longer drive his beloved Ford Mustangs, he got a
wheelchair van and let his friends drive his Mustangs—a ’67 GT coupe
and a ’67 Shelby GT 500, the latter a “powder blue speed demon”
(as one journalist has described it) that Mytinger rebuilt himself. “I’ll
call [my friends] up and say, ‘My Shelby needs to be run.’ They come
screaming over here in a hot minute.”
After Lou Gehrig was diagnosed with ALS, he finished his tearful
farewell to baseball by saying, “I may have had a tough break, but I
have an awful lot to live for.” You might say the same for Mytinger.
Since 2004, when he had to give up his work as an engineer, he has
turned his energies toward fundraising efforts for ALS research. And
despite the enormous changes in his life, there have been two constants—devoted family and friends, including those lifelong friends
made at SCU. Mytinger lives in Trabuco Canyon in Southern California,
and most of his SCU buddies live in the Bay Area, but they keep in
touch and get together regularly.
And his effect on them has been significant, noted friend and former SCU roommate Keoni Murphy ’82, MBA ’98. “He hasn’t let ALS
slow him down any more than it’s able to. He’s not giving up an inch
more than it can take,” Murphy said. “He’s gotten much more passionate about his enjoyment and his convictions.”
This October, Mytinger served as grand marshal of the annual Walk
to D’Feet ALS in Orange County—one of the 140 walks scheduled this
year around the country. The walk was expected to raise $250,000 to
support research and help families coping with ALS.
Visit www.santaclaramagazine.com for links to find out more
about ALS and links to Roy Mytinger’s site.
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members of the Church of the
Resurrection. He was employed
by the U.S. Navy Civil Service at
Lockheed, until his retirement
in 1978. He is survived by his
wife, Dorothy; and four children.
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Victor F. Stefan, March 9.
A native of San Francisco,

he served stateside during
World War II before serving
as a statistician for the San

Louis Cauhape, Dec. 22, 2005.

Francisco 49ers under Coach
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Oil Co. and served in the U.S.
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War II. He was a member of

Army during World War II as

that included the city of San

the Eighth Air Force, 447th
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Jose and Procter & Gamble.

Bomber Group, and flew 34

Fourth Division. His career with

He is survived by his children,

missions. He was awarded the

Standard Oil spanned 44 years.

Suzanne Stefan Kuehl ’66;
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Retirement. He is survived by

granddaughter, Lisa Kuehl ’89.
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his wife of 64 years, Barbara;
two children; and three grandchildren.
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Henry John “Hank”
Aiassa Sr., March 17. He

was 86 years old. A native of San

Richard A. McDonald,

Jose, as a child he worked in his

July 28. A native of

father’s Aiassa Markets, and he
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active duty in the U.S. Army

before enrolling at Santa Clara.

after graduating from SCU. He
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in the European theater. He was

of Fellows. Upon graduation,

co-founder of Paper Products

he enlisted in the U.S. Army Air

he attended the University of

airlines. In the 1960s he and his
family lived in Japan where he
trained Japan Airlines navigators prior to modern navigational technology. After leaving
JAL, he returned to Aptos, Calif.,
and worked for World Airways
until his retirement.
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James Ammon Wright
’43, J.D. ’49, on August

21. He was 85. The Wyoming
native was nicknamed “Nubby”
and played football at Santa

He retired in 1988. This spring,
Wright was honored with the
Alumni Special Achievement
Award by the SCU School of
Law. His wife of nearly 58 years,
Janet, preceded him in death on
May 31. He is survived by three
children and six grandchildren.
Donations in his memory can be
made to the SCU School of Law
or the Bronco Bench Foundation.
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Joseph A. “Joe” Filice, May
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Walter T. Hackett M.D.,
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Richard Benenato,
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Michael Leo Eckstein, March 22,
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as a major in the U.S. Army
Reserve and is survived by two
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Timothy Edward
Moriarty, June 29. The

Seattle native spent his business years in the lumber, trucking, and oil industries. He was
an avid golfer and enjoyed
many winters at his Palm
Springs home. He is survived
by his wife of 51 years, Patricia;
four daughters; one son; 12
grandchildren; and one greatgrandchild.
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Leila Junaidy, Sept. 30, 2005.
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San Francisco firm of Neyhart,
Anderson, Freitas, Flynn &
Grosboll and its predecessors. He attended Santa Clara
University and received his
undergraduate degree from San
Jose State University in 1961;
he later completed a degree
in law at the University of San
Francisco. He served as a staff
director for the Bay Area Urban
League, as associate director of
the National Urban Coalition,
and as West Coast director of
Common Cause. In 1967, he was
named a White House Fellow
and later was publisher of the
Washington Monthly maga-

zine. He also served in the U.S.
Marine Corps Reserve. He is survived by four children.
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(Bannan) Gilmore,
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two-mile tunnel. He enjoyed
philosophy and was fascinated
by quantum physics. He was an
avid skier and loved to explore
the woods and the seashore. He
is survived by two children.

82

Phillip Charles Naylor
J.D., June 1. A native of

Santa Clara’s School of Law.
You can join the Bergin Society and share in the
legacy of this distinguished alumnus. Simply let
us know if you have already included Santa Clara
in your will, living trust, or other estate plan, or if
you intend to do so.
Santa Clara provides a variety of estate and gift
planning services, and there are many tax benefits

For more information, contact Bill Sheehan,
Director of Planned Giving at 408-554-4305 or
e-mail at wsheehan@scu.edu

www.scu.edu/plannedgiving
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Freedom and Redemption
Aldo Billingslea’s summer course in “Performing Shakespeare” takes
on a whole new meaning when the stage is in San Quentin

December

A

Date
1
2&9
5
7

On the Web E X C L U S I V E S
Visit www.santaclaramagazine.com
for comments from other students
and photos of the performance at
San Quentin.
36 Santa Clara Magazine Winter 2006

scm_0406107_winter06_final.indd 36-37

Sponsor
Alumni Association
Los Angeles—AFO
Sacramento
San Jose—AFO

29 – Alumni Association
Jan. 3

Event
First Friday Mass and Lunch
Loyola Tutoring Project
Annual Holiday Reception
Home Safe Shelter Holiday
Party—Service Project
AFO Alumni Immersion Trip
to New Orleans

Contact
Alumni Office
Martin Sanchez ’02
Colleen and Stu Fretz ’83
Mary Modeste Smoker ’81

Alumni Office
Maureen Muscat ’91
MBA ’99
Business School
Alumni Office
Martin Sanchez ’02
Office of Marketing
and Communications
Kevin McMahon ’92

Contact Info
408-554-6800
martinpsanchez@yahoo.com
916-482-6408
msmoker@scu.edu

Mary Modeste Smoker ’81 msmoker@scu.edu

January

Ariana Khan ’07, left, is studying political science and theatre at SCU and Aldo Billingslea is an
assistant professor in the Department of Theatre and Dance.

My liberty
We were there to perform scenes from
“The Tempest,” Shakespeare’s magical
tale that explores themes of freedom
and redemption. I played Ariel, the
spirit of the air who willingly assists
the sorcerer Prospero, but who still
longs to be released from servitude.
Up until the performance, I have to
admit that I struggled with what really
motivated Ariel. But there was something about that audience, there in the
chapel in San Quentin, that filled me
with a new sense of the character.
In many ways, our audience was
just like any other: They laughed,
applauded, and asked their neighbors

definitions of words they did not
understand. But these men have few
opportunities to enjoy the therapeutic benefits that the arts can provide.
Others might appreciate the themes of
“The Tempest” on an intellectual level;
these men cherished them.
Mallory Harper as Prospero asked
Ariel, “What is’t thou canst demand?”
“My liberty,” I answered.
For another scene, 63-year-old
inmate J.B. Wells played Prospero;
I, as Ariel, sat beside him, and we
watched his daughter, Miranda (student Katie Fier), fall in love with
Ferdinand (student Calvin Johnson).
Calvin told Katie that he would gladly
perform hard labor for the sake of love.
White-haired J.B. seemed to drink in
the scene. How could he not?
Then, all too soon, it was over.
But not before we had a profound
new sense of what it means to desire
freedom—and a new sense of how
desperately we need to keep a place for
redemption and grace in the human
condition.
This article was written in collaboration
with Aldo Billingslea.

5
6

Alumni Association
Alumni Association

First Friday Mass & Lunch
Pasta Feed

11

School of Business

Leadership Briefing

13
17

Los Angeles—AFO
President’s Office

20

San Diego

22

San Francisco

23

Career Center

25
26

Chicano-Latino
School of Business

Loyola Tutoring Project
President’s Speaker Series:
Reza Aslan
Pre-Game Reception—
Men’s Basketball vs. USD
Post Game Reception—
Men’s Basketball vs. USF
Arts and Sciences Career
Celebration
Networking Reception
39th Annual Crab Feed

27

Univ. Event Planning Golden Circle

408-554-6800
mmuscat@scu.edu
408-554-4872
martinpsanchez@yahoo.com
www.scu.edu/speakerseries
kevin@mcmahonsteel.com

Keryun Su ’99

keryun@scualum.com

Anne Oja

aoja@scu.edu

Gina Blancarte ’99
Business School
Alumni Office
Univ. Event Planning

gblancarte@scu.edu
408-554-4872
408-554-6911

February
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Last scene of all,
That ends this strange eventful history,
Is second childishness and mere oblivion,
Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans
everything.
Ronin stood center stage, a plastic
spoon in hand to symbolize a blade
as he contemplated suicide with
Hamlet’s “To be or not to be.” Louis
Branch had us transfixed, when the
59-year-old inmate recited Sonnet 30:
“I summon up remembrance of things
past....” Then it was our turn.

Produced by the SCU Office of Marketing and Communications

s we entered the gates of San
Quentin and passed through each
level of security, my fellow classmates
grew increasingly tense. I could see
it in their faces, how they held themselves. I tried to reassure the three of
them that everything would be fine;
after all, we were only there for a play
rehearsal. But it was tough to take it
all in stride when our escort explained
the “no hostage negotiation” policy.
We were a bit bewildered when we
finally entered the prison grounds—we
weren’t expecting to find immaculately
landscaped lawns ringed by palm trees.
As for the inmates, video games and
“Law and Order” had us expecting to
meet vicious brutes. But the men we
met and rehearsed with were respectful,
kind, and talented. Never had I seen
acting so focused and so honest. We’d
realized already that in reaching out to
a part of the community most students
never see that we had to overcome the
stereotypes and fears we held. What we
didn’t realize, until that rehearsal, was
that we had to work much harder as
actors if our performances were going
to be on par with the inmates’.
Come performance day, the trip
back to San Quentin was filled with
tension and fear again, but no longer
for the fortress and its inhabitants.
This time, what gnawed at us were an
actor’s worst enemies: thy media and
thyself. But there we found ourselves,
in a chapel filled with inmates and
reporters. The inmates took the stage.
Michael delivered the “Seven Ages of
Man” speech delivered by Jacques in
“As You Like It.” There were tears in
his eyes as he spoke the final lines:

PHOTO: CHARLES BARRY

By Ariana Khan ’07

2
3
8

Alumni Association
Alumni Association
School of Business

10
11

Athletics
San Jose—AFO

12

Spokane

13
13

Santa Cruz
President’s Office

21

San Francisco

23

Alumni Association

26

Los Angeles

27

Monterey/Salinas

First Friday Mass and Lunch
Chapter Workshop
Leadership Briefing

Alumni Office
Gina Blancarte ’99
Business School
Alumni Office
Women’s Basketball Alumni Day Women’s Athletics
Home Safe Shelter Friendship
Mary Modeste Smoker ’81
Party—Service Project
Pre-Game Reception—
Gina Blancarte ’99
Men’s Basketball vs. Gonzaga
Winter Quarterly Lunch
Bob Dennis ’79
President’s Speaker Series:
Office of Marketing
Khaled Hosseini
and Communications
20th Annual Economic Forecast Lori Zemaitis ’94
Lunch with Jeannette Garretty
Winter Wine Education and
Nancy Nino ’96
Tasting Featuring Alumni Vintners
Post Game Reception—
Brent Gonzales ’99
Men’s Basketball vs. LMU
3rd Annual Alumni Dinner
Patti Boitano ’71

408-554-6800
gblancarte@scu.edu
408-554-4872
408-554-4063
msmoker@scu.edu
gblancarte@scu.edu
831-475-0267
www.scu.edu/speakerseries
lzemaitis@scu.edu
nnino@scu.edu
310-617-7924
831-624-8608

March
2
2-5

Alumni Association
Portland

First Friday Mass and Lunch
WCC Men’s and Women’s
Basketball Tournament
Santa Claran of the Year
Awards Dinner
Southern CA Leadership Meeting
Leadership Briefing

8

Los Angeles

8
8

Los Angeles
School of Business

16

University Relations End of Campaign Celebration

Alumni Office
Gina Blancarte ’99
Brent Gonzalez ’99

408-554-6800
gblancarte@scu.edu

bgonzalez@
homedepotcenter.com
Anny Madden Tedeschi ’97 amadden@scu.edu
Business School Alumni
408-554-4872
Office
University Relations
408-554-6911

At the San Jose Center for
the Performing Arts and
the San Jose Fairmont Hotel

The Santa Clara University
Board of Fellows
invites you to join us for
an evening of fine dining,
world class entertainment—
and fun, fun, fun.
Wouldn’t it be nice?
This annual black tie theatre
party raises funds for Santa Clara
University. It’s also your chance to
dance, dance, dance to the sounds
of the Beach Boys, to swing to the
sound of your favorite big band
music, and more.
Be true to your school
For more information, please
call 408-554-6912
or e-mail Karrie Grasser at
mgrasser@scu.edu.

Reserve your tickets now at:
www.scu.edu/goldencircle
To reserve a room at the
San Jose Fairmont Hotel,
please call 1-800-346-5550
and ask for the Golden Circle rate.

New events are added often. Visit www.santaclaramagazine.com for updates.
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